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1. INTTIODUCTION 

One of the most remarkable claims of theoretical physics, is that the Lagrangian 
density of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), 

CQCD = -^[F^F^] + R i 0 - m)* 

P * = &>AV - 0M" + ig[A", A"\ 

describes all aspects of the hadron and nuclear physics. This elegant expression 
compactly describes & renormalizahle theory of color-triplet spin-£ quark fields ip 
and color-octet spin-I gluon fields A* with an exact symmetry under SU(3)-eolor 
local gauge transformations. According to QCD, the elementary degrees of freedom 
of hadruns and nuclei and their strong interactions are the quark and gluon quanta 
of these fields. The theory is, in fact, consistent with a vast array of experiments, 
particularly high momentum transfer phenomena, where because of the Bmallness 
of the effective coupling constant and factorization theorems for both inclusive 
and exclusive processes, the theory has high predict ability!"(The term "exclusive" 
refcre to reactions in which all particles are measured in the final state.) 

The genera] structure of QCD indeed meshes remarkably well with the facts 
of the hadronic world, especially quark-based spectroscopy, current algebra, the 
approximate point-like structure of large momentum transfer inclusive reactions, 
and the logarithmic violation of scale invariance in deep inelastic lepton- hadron 
reactions. QCD has been successful in predicting the features of electron-positron 
and photon-photon annihilation into hadrons, including the magnitude and scaling 
of the cross sections, the complete form of the photon structure function, the 
production of hadronic jets with patterns conforming to elementary quark and 
glnon subproccsses. Recent Monte Carlo studies incorporating coherence (angle-
ordering) have been successful in reproducing the detailed features of the two-jet 
(qq) and three-jet (qqg) reactions. The experimental measurements appear to be 
consistent with the basic postulates of QCD, that the charge and weak currents 
within hadrons are carried by fractionally-charged quarks, and thai the strength of 
the interactions between the quarks and gluons becomes weak at short distances, 
consistent with asymptotic freedom. 

Nevertheless in some very striking cases, the predictions of QCD appear to b<r 
in dramatic conflict with experiment: 

1. The spin dependence of large angle pp elastic scattering has an extraordi
narily rich structure- particularly at center of mass energies Eckt — 5 GfV. 
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Thi' observed Itehavjor is quite different than tin- structureless predictions of 
ill*' peilnrhalive QCD theory of exclusive promises. 

2. QCD predicts fl rather novel feature: instead of the traditional dauber the
ory of initial and final stale interactions. QCD predicts negligible absorptive 
collections, i.e., tile Vului itMiisparrury" of high momentum tcausfei ifiiast 
clastic processes in iiurlei. A rerenl experiment at 13 rook I tit veil National 
laboratory seems to confirm this prediction, at least at low energie», but 
tin* data show, that at ilie same energy where the anomalous spin correla
tions an* observed in J»;I clastic scattering, the color transparency prediction 
mtexpeeti'dly fails. 

3. Recent measurements by ilie Kuropean Muon Collaboration of the deep in
elastic structure functions on a ]>olarizcd proton show a number of unex
pected features; a strong positive correlation of the up quark spin with the 
pro)on, a strong negative polarization of ihe dnwn quark, and a significant 
slrang*' quark content of the proton. The KMC data Judical, ha! the tiel 
s|tin of the proton is carried by gluons and orbital angular moment inn, rather 
tliiiti I lie quarks themselves. 

•1. The .//(,'• and l"' are supposed to be simple S-wave n= I and u-2 QCD bouiul 
sl.al f the cltarm Wld anti-charm quarks. Yet these two stales have anoma
lously different two body decays into vector and pseudu-scalar liadrons. 

.*), Tin' hadroproduclion of charm stales and cliarmomiun it) supposed to lie 
predictable from the simple fusion subprocess tfg —* cr. However, recent 
measurements indicate that charm particles are produced at higher momen
tum fractions than allowed by the fusion mechanism, and they show a much 
more complex nuclear dependence than simple additivity in nucleoli number 
predicted by the model. 

AH of these anomalies suggest that the proton itself is a much more complex 
object than suggested by simple noii-rclaiivistic quark models. Recent Analyses of 
the pro!i'ti distribution amplitude using QCD sum .ales points to highly-nontrivj&l 
proton st ruclure. Solutions to QCI) in one-space and one-time dimension suggest 
that the moiueulittn distributions of non-valence quarks in the Madrons haw a 
non-trivial osrillatory structure. The data seems also to be suggesting that the 
"intrinsic" bound state structure of (he proton has a non-negligible strange and 
charm quark content, in addition lo the. "extrinsic" sources of heavy quarks cre
ated in the collision itself. As we shall see in this lecture, the apparent discrepancies 
with experiment are not so much a failure of QCD, but rather symptoms of the 
complexity and richness of the theory. An important tool for analyzing this com
plexity is the light-cone Fork state represc.it at ion of hadron wavcf mictions, which 
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provides ;i i iptisi.slciit lmt convenient framework for enrolling I lie* fealuirs i>f rela-
l.ivisl.ii' m;iuy limty systems in quanliini field theory. 

Ceneral r'ealim's of QCI) 

Tlir quark fields oT QCD carry flavor quantum numbers *.S well a> tin- elec
tromagnetic ami weak currents. The cliargr and oilier quantum numbers of the 
hadrons ihus reflect the quantum numbers of their quark constituent*. However, 
the proton in QCI) is only to first approximation a hound state of two u and one 
<l quark, because of quantutn fluctuations, one expect that a highly relativistje 
hound stale contains admixtures of \uudg > , |UMJ.S5 > arid other higher parti
cle number Kork components winch match the proton' global quantum numbers. 
There is some evidence that the proton wave-function even contains \uuticc > Fock 
slates at the half-percent level. 

The exchange of the spin o n e color-octet gluons between ihe quarks and other 
gluons leads in strong conliiiing forces at large distances, 1ml progressively weaker 
forces at short distances. This is the "asymptotic freedom" property of QCD 
which allows perlurbalive calculations of large momentum transfer processes. The 
gluons are neutral with respect to the flavor and electroweak charges. In principle, 
QCD should give just as accurate a description of had conic phenomena as quantum 
electrodynamics provides for the interaction.*) i>f leptons, However, Wcause of its 
iion-Abeliai) slructure, calculations in QCD are much more complex. The central 
feature of the theory is, in fact, its non-perturbative nature which evidently leads 
to the confinement of quarks and gluons in color-singlet bound states. (Ugorous 
proofs of confinement, however, have not been given, because of the postulated 
confinement or the colored quanta, ohscrvables always involve the dynamics of 
bound systems; hadron-hadron interactions are thus as complicated as the Van der 
Waals and rovalent exchange forces of neutral atoms. 

Unlike atomic physics, the constituents of lighi hadrons in QCD arc highly 
relativistic; because the forces are non-static, a liadron cannot be represented as 
a sl&te of fixed number of quanta at a lixed l ime The vacuum structure of the 
QCD Hamiltoiiian quantized at fixed time relative to the perturbative basis is also 
complex; it is believed thai virtually every local color-singlet operator constructed 
from the product of quark and gluon fields may have a nonzero vacuum condensate 
expectation value. In the Uglil cone framework, the varuum itself is trivial since it 
is an cigciistale nf the bare Hainiltonian; the complexity of the vacuum at equal 
t ime gets shifted to the complexity of the Kock representation when one quantizes 
the theory on the light cone. 

Despite ilie complexity of the theory, QCD has several key properties which 
make calculations tractable and systematic, at least in the short-distance, high 
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momentum transfer domain. Tin- critical feature is a.syinplol.ir freedom: tin' effec
tive coupling constant U J I ^ " ' ) which controls the interactions vi quarks ami gluons 
at momentum transfer Q' vanishes logarithmically at high Q2: 

^logt^/AQj-t,) ** 

[Here fi = 11 *• 5 »»/ is derived fmm tin* gliionic and quark loop correct ions to 
the effective eoupling constant: tij is Lli<- number of quark contributions to (he 
vacmim polarization with tnj ;£ Q2.\ Tin- parameter AQCJJ normalizes the value 
"f f*«Wn) »1 a Riven nwinrnlum transfer <JjJ, given a specific rPiiormalizAtiun or 
cutoff scheme The value of <tt can In- determined fairly unambiguously using the 
measured branching raiio for upsilon radiative decay T(&6) —* *>.V: * 

i»,(0. IS" A/ T) = «,( 1.5 CeV) = U.2J ± (MW , (2) 

Taking the standard A1S dimensional rcgiilarization srheuie, this gives AJJ-JJ = 
H!'_ 34 Mt'V, A recent analysis of logarithmic scale-breaking of the isoscalar nu
cleoli structure functions F^ir^Q2) and rFjix.Q2) from deep inelastic neutrino 
and anti-niMitrmo interactions in neon by the HftBC WA59 collaborat ion' a | gives 
values for Ajyy in the neighborhood of IIM1 MeV. The observed imiltijet distri
butions! in (+r~ annihilation also suggest that Ajf-^ is below '200 MrV and is 
perhaps as small A* 100 Mc\'. In order to determine the absolute value of A ^ ^ one 
must know the correct argument Q" of the running coupling constant appropriate 
lo the measurement. The above determination* of hjfg use the method of Ruf. 
•1 in which this scale is determined "automatically" by requiring that light fcrmion 
pairs contribution* are .summed by the running coupling constant, just as is done 
in Aheiian QK1). 

In more physical terms, the effective potential between infinitely heavy quarks 
has tlu< form | ( > - 4/3 for nr = 3j!" 

(3) 

where \y - \jj-.-th/u ^ 270 ± 100 MeY. Thus the effective physnal scale of 
QC|) is -v l j m * .\t momentum transfers bey..nd this >. ale. «•., becomes small, 
CJ<T) |>ITIiirb.illull llmtty should begin to become applicable, and a microscopic 
dcMripiiwti «if <«h»tl distance hadnmic and unclear phenomena in terms of quark 
and giuun suhprocesM-s i* expect••d to become viable. 
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The above argument is tin- main basis for the reliatnlily of perturbalive calcu
lations for processes in whirl) all uf the interacting particles an1 forced to exchange 
large momentum transfer (a few (Ii-V). (-omplimentary l« asymptotic freedom is 
thr existence of factorization theorems for both exclusive and inclusive processes 
at Urge momentum transfer which are valid for all gauge theories. In the case 
of exclusive processes (in wlticl) the kinematics of all the liiml slate liadrons are 
fixed), any liadroiiic scattering amplitude can be represented JUS the product of a 
hard-scattering amplitude lor the constituent quarks, convoluted with a distribu
tion amplitude for each in-going or outgoing hadrou, The distribution amplitude 
contains ail of the bound-state dynamics and specifics the momentum distribution 
of the quarks in rarh hadron independent of the process. The hard scattering am
plitude can he calculated perlurhatively in powers of at[Q2), The predictions CAII 
he Applied U> forin factors, exclusive photon-photon reactions, pholoproduction, 
fixed-angle scattering, etc. 

In the ease of high momentum transfer inclusive reactions (in which final slate 
hadrons are summed over), the hadronk cross section can he compuled from the 
product of a pcrturhativcly-cakulablc hard-scattering subprocess cross section in
volving quarks and gtuons convoluted with the appropriate quark and gluon struc
ture function*) wltich incorporate all of bound-state dynamics. Since the distribu
tion amplitude and structure functions only depend on the composition of the 
respective hadrcm, hut not the nature of the high momentum transfer reaction, the 
complicated non-purlurbative QCI) dynamics is faclomed out as universal quan
tities. Recently there has been encouraging progress in actually calculating these 
fundamental quantities, which I shall briefly review here. Eventually these cal
culations can he compared with the phenomenological parameterization extracted 
from inclusive and exclusive experiments 

Hadronic Structure in QCIJ 
The central unknown in the QCD predictions is the com posh ion of the hadron6 

in terms of their quark and gluon quanta. Recently several important tools have 
been developed which allow specific predictions ft *• the hadronic wave functions 
directly from the theory. A primary tool is the .isr of lighl-colie quantization 
to construct a consistent rejativistie Pock state basis for the hadroits in terms of 
quark and gluon quanta. The distribution amplitude and (he structure functions 
are defined directly in terms of these light-cone wave function*. The form factor 
of a hadron can he computed exactly in terms uf a convolution of initial and final 
lifilil-cohe Fork stale wave functions. 

A second impoilant tool i« tlie use of QC'I) MI in mles to coriMiam imimcnis 
of the hadron ijjsirtbufiiJii ;iiiiplitLi<les!i,Tliis ineihod, developed by <'hernyak and 
ZliiUiilxkiL ha.-- yielded iniuurUul information on thr possible momentum spate 
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slvttrhm- of liadrons. A particularly important advance is t|»' tons) met ion of 
nucleoli distribution amplitude, which w»nrilnj with the QCI) factorization for
mulae, predicts I In' correct sijiu and magnitude as well a> scaling behavior of tlir 
|>rolon and neutron form factors. A recent analysis by King and Sarhrajda ' has 
confirmed Ihese results. 

Anothei recent advance has IHTII ihe development of a formalism to calculate 
the moment of the meson distribution ampliliide using lattice Range theory. Tin1 

most recent analysis, by Martinelli and Sachrajda,* gives moments for the pion 
disl rihul ton aiuplit ude in good agreement with the QCD sum rub* calculation. The 
result? from IKIIII t lie Ul tier calculations and QCD sum ru les al MI demonstrate til At 
the light quarks an' highly relativistic in the bound state wave functions. Tins 
gives further indication thai while potential models are useful for enumerating the 
spectrum of hadroitN (because they express the relevant degrees of freedom), they 
are not reliable predicting wave function structure. However, in the case of tlte 
proton, the lattice calculation " of the lowest moments suggests e<jual partition of 
momentum among the three valence quarks. 

lroc,k State Expansion on the Uffot Cone 
A key problem in the application of QCD to hadron and nuclear physics is how 

to determine the wave function of a relalivistk multi-particle composite system. 
It is no! possible tc represent a relalivistir field-theoretic bound system limited lo 
a fixed number of constituents at a given time since the interactions create ticw 
quaii a from the vacuum. Although relalivistic wave functions can be represented 
formally h\ terms of the covariant Bet hi--Sal peter formalism, calculations beyond 
ladder approximation appear intractable. Unfortunately, the Betlic-Salpcter ladder 
approximation is often inadequate. For example, in order lo derive the Dirar 
equation for the elect ron in a static Coulomb field from the Bethe-Salpeter equation 
for muonium with m„fmt —* oo one inquires an infinite number of irreducible 
kernel contribution* to the QED potential. Matrix elements of currents and the 
wave function normalization also require, at least formally, the consideration of 
an infinite sum of irreducible kernels. The relative-time dependence of the Bethe 
Salpeter amplitudes for slates with three or more constituent fields adds severe 
complexities. 

A different and more intuitive procedure would be to extend the SchrtHinger 
wave function description of bound slates lo the relativist ic domain by developing a 
relativistir many-body Foci; expansion for the hadronic state. Formally this can be 
done by quantizing QCD al equal time, and calculating matrix elements from the 
time-ordered expansion of the 5-matrix. However, the calculation of each covariant 
Feynma.ii diagram with n-vert ices requires the calculation of w! frame-dependent 
time-ordered amplitudes. Even worse, the calculation of the normalization of a 
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i-iuiinl stale wave fundiou («>i I In- matrix element t*f n rhaige 01 « tirreut opeuitoi) 
requires ill*- «(imputation of n>iilribtitic>ns from all amplitude* involving particle 
production frtitn the vacuum. (Note that even after rmtmal-ordering, the inter 
*u-1 i<»n 11 ami I toman density for QF.I). /// = t : Vj^'A*' :. nintains rout ribuliorih 
Av/'«* which create particles from ihr [H-riurhative varuuiii.j 

Fortunately, there is a natural and consistent rtivariant ft.unework, originally 
due lo Dtrat/"(quantization on the 'light front *") for describing humid Males in 
gauge thetiry analogous to the Fork state in noii-relaiivistir physio. This frame
work is tin* light -cone qnantizat ion formalism in which 

l*> = Iff) * £ + \qTl9) *•£, + • • • 

\p) = \mi) V'J„ + tom) *;>%„,, + - - -

Kaeh wave function component t'*fl. etc. describes a state of fixed number of quark 
and gluun quanta evaluated jn the interaction picture hi equal light-cone "lime" 
r = i + s/c. Given the {t/-*„}, virtually any hadronic properly ran be computed, 
including anomalous umiiicnLs, form factors, structure functions for inclusive pro
cesses, distribution amplitudes for exclusive processes, etc. 

The use of light-cone quantization and equal r wave functions, rattier than 
equal t wave functions, is necessary for a sensible Fbck slate expansion. It is also 
convenient to use T-ordered light-cone perturbation theory (LC.'PTh) in place of 
covariant perturbation theory for much of the analysis of light-cone dominated 
processes such as deep inelastic scattering, or largc-/^ exclusive reactions. 

The use of quark and gluon degrees of freedom to repritsunl hadroit dynam
ics seems paradoxical since free quark and gluon quanta have not been observed. 
Nevertheless, wc can use a complete orthonormal Fock basis of fret; quarks and 
gluons, color-singlet eigcnsUles of the free part 11$' of the QCU Hamiltonian 
vO expand any hadronic stale at a given time t. It is particularly advantageous to 
quantize the theory at a fixed light-cone time r = (+ r/c and choose the light-cone 
A+ = J4° + J4* = 0 gauge since the formulation has simple properties under Lorcntz 
transformations, there are no ghost (negative metric) gluouic degrees of freedom, 
and complications due to vacuum fluctuations are minimized. Thus in e*r~ anni
hilation into hadrons at high energies it is vastly simpler to use the quark and gluon 
Fock basis rather than the set of J = 1, Jt - 1. Q = 0 umlti-parlirlc hadronir 
basts to represent the final stale. Notice that the complete hadronic basis must 
include gluonium and other hadronic states with exotic quantum numbers. Empir
ically, the perturbative QCD calculations of the final state based on jets or clusters 
of quarks and gluons, have been shown to give a very successful representation of 
the observed energy and momentum distributions. 
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Since both tlu: liadronic and quark-gluon bases arc complete, either can be 
used to represent the evolution of a QCD system- For example, the |iroton QC'D 
eigenstate can be defined in terms or its projections on the free quark and gltion 
momentum space basis to define Fuck wavefunctions; the sum of squares of these 
quantities then defines the structure functions measured in deep inelastic acattcr-
ing. 

In the case of large momentum transfer exclusive reactions such as the elastic 
proton form factor, the stale formed immediately after the hard collision is most 
simply described as a valence Fock state with the quarks at small relative impact 
parameter fcj. «- !/£?, where Q = yj- is the momentum transfer scale. Such a 
state has a small color-dipole moment artd thus can penetrate a nuclear medium 
with minimal interaction. Thr small impact parameter slate eventually evolves 
to the film! recoil hadron, hut at high energies this occurs ouUtirie the nuclear 
volunie. Thus quasi-elastic hard exclusive reactions arc predicted to have cross 
sections which are additive itt the number of IUKloons in the nucleus. This in the 
phcnoiiieiii.ni of "color transparency." which is in striking contrast to Glauber and 
other call ulM ions based on strong initial and final state absorption correct ions. 
Alternatively, the small impact stale can he represented as a coherent, mini of all 
hadrons with the same conserved quantum numbers. At high energies, the phase 
coherence of the state ran he maintained through the nucleus, and the coherent 
state can penetrate the nucleus without interaction. This is t he dual representation 
of color transparency. 

In the following sections I will discuss recent developments in hadron and nu
clear physics which make use of the quark/gluon light-cone Fock represen'atioii of 
hadronii systems. The method of discretized light-cone quantization (DIX.1Q) |mv 
vides a numerical method for solving gauge theories in the light-cone Knck basis, 
Recent results for QCD in one spare and our time are presented in section 12. Tile 
most important lool for examining the structure of hadrons is deep inelastic and 
elastic lepton scattering. 1 give a survey of tests uf QCD in exclusive and inclusive 
eleetictprodticlion in section 3. especially experiments which use a nuclear target 
to filter or modify the hadronic state. 1 also give a brief review of what is known 
about proton struct tire in QCD. A new approach to shadowing and nnU*shadowing 
of nuclear structure functions is also presented. The distinction between intrinsic 
and extrinsic ronlri hut inns to the nuclexm structure function is emphasized. 

One of the 1110M important challenge;! In the validity of the QCI) description 
of proton interactions is ihe extraordinary sensitivity of high energy large angle 
proton proton scattering to the spin lorreiai ions of the incident protons. A solution 
to this problem hax-d on heavy quark thresholds is described in section 11. A 
prediction for a new form of quasi-stable nuclear matter is also briefly discussed. 
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Probes of Hadron Structure 

Spedotor 
Syslem 

I''ignr<- l. Struck qunrk mid *|>i'cUlor systems in ctaclrorinxiurtitin 

scanning transmission electron microscope provides an image of a speci
men by combining information from both tlieclastically and inclastically scattered 
electrons that emerge after passing through the target. A high energy electro-
pioduction experiment which measures both exclusive .nid inclusive reactions is a 
close analog of an electron microscope, providing images of the nucleoli and nu
cleus at a resolution scale A — \jQ where ( J 2 = — (/>, - ;)' f) J is the momentum 
transfer squared. At the most basic level, Hjorken scaling of deep inelastic struc
ture functions implies the production of a single quark jet. recoiling against the 
scattered leplon. The specialoi system the remnant of I lie target remaining after 
the scattered quark in removed-is a colored 3 system. (Sec (ig. 1.) According to 
Q(' l) factorization, the recoiling quark jet, together with I he gluonic radiation pro
duced in the scattering pruccss, produces hadrons in a universal way, independent 
of the target or particular hard scattering reaction This jel should be identical 
to the light quark jets produced in * , + c * annihilation. A eery close analogy can 
he made between HOR radiation from colored quark and gluon quanta, and soft 
photon radiation from charged pari ides in QFJ). In contract, the hadronization 
of the spectator system depends in detail on the targei properties. I'nlike the 
quark jet , the leading particles of the target .spectator syslem do not evolve and 
llins should not depend on the momentum transfer Q1 [al fixed H'* = (</ + p)1]-
Measurements of the final slate radiation pattern in r/» c••llisions at HERA should 
be able to discriminate between these different types of QCU radiators. 

• < — P 
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Measurements of llu* nucleoli and nuclear structure fmirlions have uol only 
tested lite short-distance properties of the theory, (such as the scaling properties of 
sirut'tiirc [mictions and their logarithmic evolution with momentum transfer), linl 
they have also illuminated I he ricmpTl urbativc bound stntc struct tire of the nucleoli 
and nuclei in terms of their quark and gluoi1 degrees of freedom. For the most part, 
tliis in fur in iit ion ha* bî 'ii obtained from single arm inclusive experiments where 
only the recoil lepton wan del eel e< I 

lu the future we can expect to si*- much more extensive measurements of the 
structure of the nucleoli and nucleus hy utilising an internal target facility in an 
electron storage ring, such as PEP, Tristan, HERA, or LEP. The entire final state of 
elect reproduction can be measured in coincidence with the scattered electron with 
close to Air acceptance, hi the case of the planned gas jet PECJASYS experiment at 
PEP (£(<*)«- 15 CieV). measurements can be performed well above the onset of 
Bjorken scaling. Both polarized and unpotarized hydrogen and nuclear targets may 
be feasible, and eventually even polarized electron l>eains may be available. High 
precision comparisons between electron and positron scattering would allow the 
study of higher order QED and electroweak interference effects. The asymmetry in 
the cross sections lor c*p —• c*-}X can be sizeable, providing a sum rule for the 
cube of the charges of the quarks in the target. The PEGASYS kinematic range 
interpolates between the lower energy CEBAF domain where quark degree* of 
freedom begin to become manifest, and the much higher energies of HERA, which 
is far into the perturbative QCU regime of logarithmic evolution and multi-jet 
structure. 

I 
Since the intrinsic mass scales of QCD A ^ , { ^ ) * • *"Q m « ( ? - tf,^} are 

less than a few hundred MeV, quark and gluon degrees or freedom should become 
evident at momentum transfers as low as a few GeV. The observation of Bjorkeil 
scaling at Q2 as low as 1 GeVJ supports this argument. At larger momentum 
transfer, one studies logarithmic structure function evolution, the onset of new 
quark flavors, and multi-jet production. However, the dynamics of hadrons and 
nuclei in terms of their light quark and gluon degrees of freedom can be studied at 
moderate energies. At a more detailed level, the features of the standard leading 
twist description are modified by coherent or non-pcrturbati ve effects. For example, 
higher twist-power-law suppressed contributions arise when two or more quark:) 
recoil against the scattered leploti. 

The study of QCD phenomena in the intermediate energy range can also be 
carried out at pp facilities sucli as LEAR and the proposed AMPLE facility at 
FermiIdb, designed to measure pji annihilation at anti proton laboratory energies 
up to 10 GeV. The *n reactions (for real and virtual photons from tagged «*) 
provide sonic of the cleanest tests of QCD. Presently these reactions can be studied 
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rtl the l*KI', Cornell, and Tristan r~*r storage ringv Om-i«n test (he scaling laws, 
of Q(*I) tit exclusive reactions involving two large iiiiiini-iitiiiii srales, the virtual 
photon mass and the py- of 1.1 ir reaction. An interesting frainp- of Qf'l) is that at 
large jrj , the Q- dependence of each exclusive virlti.il pliotopNidii'iiou amplitude 
becomes iiiiniiiia] for Q~ <£ jij-. This ran be conliaMed with the vector meson 
dominance mode] wlitrh predicts a universal fail-off in Q2 nt >niy py. Tim feature 
is due to the photon's point-like dirert local coupling to (lie quark CUT rent in Q('l>. 
I will discuss QCD tests in photon-photon reactions in section 8. 

2. N(K:I,BA!I EFFECTS IN QCD 

The study of electroprodurtion in nuclear targeLs gives the experimentalist the 
extraordinary ability to modify the env iron incut in which liadTonixation ocrurs. 
The essential question jw how the nucleus changes or influences the mer.hiinisin in 
which the struck quark and the Hpcctalor system of the target nucleoli form final 
slate hadrons. The nucleus act* as a background field modifying the dynamics 
iti interesting, though possibly subtle, ways. In particular, Lhc observation of 
tion-additivjly of the nuclear structure functions as measured by the BMC and 
SLAC/American University collaborations have opened up a whole range or new 
physio* questions: 

1. What is the effect of simple potetitial-tnodel nuclear binding, as predicted, for 
example, by the shell model? What is the associated modification of muson 
distributions required by momentum sum rules? 

2. [s there a physical change iti the nucleoli size, and hence the shape of quark 
momentum distributions? 

3. Arc there nuclear modifications of the nuclcoiitc and mesonic degrees of free
dom, such as induced mesonic currents, isobars, six-quark states, or even 
"hidden color" degreed of freedom? 

4. Does the nuclear environment modify the starting momentum scale evolution 
scale for gluonic radiative corrections? 

5. What are the effects of diffractive contributions to deep inelastic structure 
functions which leave the unclean or nuclear target intact? 

fi. Arc there shadowing and possibly anti-shadowing coherence effects influenc
ing the propagation of virtual photons or redistributing the nuclear con
stituents? Do these appear at leading twist? 

7. How important are interference effects between quark currents in different 
nucleons? " 
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It seems likely that all of these non-additive effects occur at. nornc level in 
the nuclear environment, tn particular it will be important to examine the A-
dependence of each reaction channel by channel. 

The use of nuclear targets in elcctroproduction allows one to probe effects 
specific to the physic* of the nucleus itself audi as ihe short-distance structure of 
the deuteron. high momentum nudeon-nucleoli components, and coherent effects 
such as shadowing, anti-shadowing, and x > 1 behavior. However, perhaps the 
most interesting aspect for high energy physics is the use of the nucleus to modify 
the environment in which quark hadronization and particle formation occurs. 

The Target Length Condition 

There are several general properties of the effect of the nuclear environment 
which follow from quantum mechanics and the structure of gauge theory. The first 
effect is the "formation zone1' which reflects the principle that a<;uark or hadron can 
change state only after a finite intrinsic time- in its rest system. Thin implies that 
the scattered quark in eleclroproduction cannot suffer an inelastic reaction with 
ttiass squared change £ A / 2 while propagating a distance L if its laboratory energy 
is greater than AAf2/,. Tim* a high energies, Uic quark jet docs not change its 
Male or hadroniec over A distance scale proportional to its energy; inelastic or ab
sorptive processes cannot occur inside a nucleus-at least for the very fast liadronic 
fragments. The energy condition is called the target length condition " ' However 
the outgoing uuark can still scatter clastically as it traverses the nuclear volume, 
thus spreading its transverse momentum due in multiple scattering. Recently IJod-
\vi» and Lepage and I have explained the quantum mechanical origin of formation 
zone physics id terms of the destructive interference of inelastic amplitudes that 
occur ott two different scattering renters in the nuclear target." The discussion 
in that paper for lite suppression «f inelastic interact inns of lite incoming anti-
quark in Drcll-Yan massive leplon pair reactions can he carried over directly to 
the suppression of final state interact inns of the struck quark iti elect reproduction. 

('tihir Transparency 

One can also us** a nuclear target to test an important principle of gauge 
theory controlling quark hadrutiizaiion iutu exclusive channels inside nuclei: "color 
trari-ipareiny". Suppose llml a hadnmic stale lias a small iraiisvcrse size b±. 
Herat) sc «f the ciiwellaliun uf gliiuuir interact ions with wavelength smaller than 
/»!• such H small color singlet 3i;i<in>nic slate will propagate through the nucleus 
wnh a small i ni>s seel ion foi mler;irliiiR in eilhi-i ehi.it it ally <H" ineliuslically. In 
|i<iriiMilar. tlii< tet'oil proton in large Timmeiniim irausfer electron proton si filtering 
i- lutuluceil nnhitlly .'is it Mtiitll i-ni,ir singlet ilijet'ipiHik ulrtti' i>f iriuisvi'i'M- \'m> 
' ' . '- 1/V If llie ele» trull- jiuitim M <ilIerinn o<ruis iiiMilc ;i niieleitr laiget (ijiirisi-

1:1 
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elastic scattering) then the recoil nuclcon can propagate through the nuclear volutne 
without significant final-state interactions. This perlurbative QCD prediction is in 
striking contract to standard treatments of quasi-elastic scattering which predict 
significant final state scattering and absorption in the nucleus due to large elastic 
and inelastic nuclcon-nuclcon cross sections. The theoretical calculations of the 
color transparency effect must also take into account the expansion of the stati: 
as it evolves to a normal proton of norma] transverse size while it traverses the 
nucleus. I will discuss color transparency further in Section 10. 

Shadowing and Anti-Shadowing 
One of the most striking nuclear effects seen in the deep inelastic structure 

functions, is the depletion of the effective number of micleons FffF^ in the region 
of low x = x(,j. The results ftwn the EMC collaboration indicate that the effect h 
roughly Q7 -independent; i.e. shadowing is a. leading twist in the operator product 
analysis. In contrast, the shadowing of the real photo-ahsorption cross section due 
to /)-dominan<:<- falls away as an inverse power of Q2. 

Shadowing is a destructive interference effect which causes a diminished flux 
and interactions in the interior and back face of the nucleus. The Glauber analysis 
of hadron-nucleus scattering corresponds to the following: tin: incident hadron 
scatters plastically on a nucleon JV| on the front face of the nucleus. At high energies 
the phase of the amplitude is imaginary. The hadron then propagates through the 
nucleus to mid con N-i where it interacts inelastically, The accumulated phase of the 
propagator is also i so that this multi-scattering amplitude is coherent and opposite 
in phase to tin; amplitude where the beam liadron interact* directly on Ni without 
initial-state interactions. Thus the target nucleon A'? sees less incoming flux; it is 
shadowed by elastic interactions on the front face of the nucleus. If the hadron 
nucleoli cross section is large, then the effective number of nurleons participating 
in the inelastic interactions is reduced lo — / t 2 ' 3 , the number of surface nucleoli!*. 

In the ease (if virtual pholo-ahKorption. the photon convert), to a tfq pair at a 
distance proportional to w = J " 1 ^ 'if'l/Q' laboratory frame. The nuclear struc
ture function F.f can then he written as an integral over the inelastic cross section 
<?$,((*') where a' grows as I/J- For lixed space-like q mass. Thus the A -dependence 
of the cross section is equivalent to the shadowing of the q interactions in the nu
cleus. Heeently Hung Lu and I have applied the standard Glauber multi-scattering 
theory, assuming that formalism can 1H> taken over to uff-sln-JI 7 interactions. 
Our results shun- that for reasonable valine of the ^-nucleoli cmw- section, one can 
easily understand tin- magnitude of the shadowing effect at small .r. Moreover, 
if one introduce.-, a tin ~ \ Hereon contribution to the ij.X amplitllde, the real 
part of the phase introdu-ed by audi a n'ti'ributiun antoinaiically leads to "anli 
shadowing" at r ~- 0.1 (effective unmbei of nurleons F^\T.Q)JF^ir.Q) > A) <>* 
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tin* Few jM-nrnt magTiil uric seen by tlto SLAT flinl IIMC rxperjitii'tits. Since the 
Heggivn i**rm it- iioiisiiigliM, anli-sli'vlowiiifi i< associated with ;i reditu rihuihui of 
the valence quarks in the IUII-ICUM. 

Our analysis provides the inpul or Marling poiiil for the loi;(J* evolution of the 
deep inelastic structure fnnrtioi;;. The parameters for the effective o'utrk-nucleoli 
cross section required to understand shadowing phenomena provide import am in
formation on the interact ions of quarks and glnoiis in nuclear mall IT. 

The above analysis also has implications for the nature of particle production 
for virtual photo-absorption in nuclei- Al high Q^ and r > 0.3, hadron production 
should be uniform throughout the nucleus. At low J or at low Q'. where siind»wii>|; 
occurs the inelastic reaction occurs mainly at the front surface. These features can 
be examined in detail by studying non-additive multiparticle correlations in both 
the target and current fragmentation regions. 

3 . PnOKiN SlRtiCTltHK MSt) ElECTROPKODUO'tON 

Spin Effects in Deep Inelastic Scattering 
The KMC and SLAC data on polarized structure functions imply significant 

correlations between the spin of the target proton with the spin of the giuoiiti and 
strange quarks. Thus there should be significant correlations between the target 
spin and spin obsirrvablos in the cJcdroproduclion final state, both in the current 
and largel fragmentation region. It thus would be interesting to measure thr spin 
of specitic hadrons which are helicttv self-analyzing through their decay products 
such as the p and the A. 

It is useful to keep in mind the following simple model for the he]icily parallel 
and hclicity anti-parallel gluon distributions in the nucleon: (Jltf/ix) = f(* ~ 
X)4/T and CT\ff(jf) = |(1 - x) 6 /x , respectively. This model is consistent with 
the momentum fraction carried by gluons in the proton, correct crossing behavior, 
dimensional counting rules at j -* J, and Rcggc behavior at small r. Integrating 
over 7, one finds that the gluori carries, on the average, 11/24 of the tola) nucleon 
Jt. It in thus consistent with experiment and the Skryme model prediction that 
more of the nucleoli spin is carried by gluons rather than quarks." 

The analyses of the EMC and SLAC* spin-dependent structure functions as well 
as clastic neutrino-proton scattering imply substantial stiange and anti-strange 
quarks in the proton, highly spin-correlated with the proton spin. The usual de
scription of the strange sea assumes that ss is strictly due to the simple gluon 
splitting process. The spin correlation of the strange quarks then requires a very 
large gluon spin correlation, much stronger than the simple model given above. 
Alternatively the strange sea may be "intrinsic" to the bound slate equation of 
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nut! mil <»l (lie nucleoli »nfj ihu* llie strong strange spin ror relation may be a mm 
p'Tlill'Imtivr phenomena, One experts contributions at order \/tn'j t.cj I lie N1 I ;in^-
»'•« from nita of .strange loops quark loops in the wavefu union with 2. 3, and t 
ghious crjiincctinff to the other quark and gluon const it. wilts of thf nucleoli, Alter 
nflliwly. one ciri regard the Mtr«iigc soa a.s a manifestation of intermediate '\' \ 
and other virtual nieKoii-baryon pair slates in the ilitrt unLiony of the proton jiinumi 
male. 

Kxj«*riiii(r»ts which examine the entire final stale in eicctroproductiou can dis
criminate Ix'twccn throeextrinsic and intrinsic components to the strange sea. lor 
example, ro»»idvr events in which a strange hadron is observed at large ; in the 
fragmentation region of tlic recoil jet, signifying the production and lagging of a 
strange quark. In the case of intrinsic strangeness, the associated s will be in the 
target fragmentation region. In the case that the strange quark is created cxtrili-
skally via 7*3 -» JS3, both the tagged a quark and the 3 hadrons will be found 
predominantly in the current fragmentation region. 

"Extrinsic" vermis "Intrinsic" Contributions to the Puntoti Structure Rmrtimw 
The central focus of inelastic elcctroproduction is the electron-quark interac

tion, which at large momentum transfer can be calculated as an incoherent sum 
of individual quark contributions. The deep inelastic electron-proton cross sec 
lion is thus given by the convolution of the electron-quark cross section limes the 
structure functions, or equivalcntly the probability distributions Gqfp(x,Q2). In 
the "infinite momentum frame" where the proton lias large momentum /''' and 
the virtual photon momentum is in the transverse direction, G^pfx,^) is the 
probability of finding a quark q with momentum fraction x = Q 2/2p • 9 in lite 
proton. However in the rest frame of the target, many different physical processes 
occur: the photon can scatter out a quark as in the atomic physics pholoelcrt rir 
effect, it can hit a quark whirh created from a vacuum fluctuation near the proton, 
or the photon can first make a qq pair, cither of which can interact in the target. 
Thus the electron interacts with quarks which are both intrinsic to the proton's 
structure itself, or quark" which are extrinsic; t.e. created in the electron-proton 
collision itself. Much of the phenomena at small values of x such as Regge behavior, 
sea distributions associated with photon-gluon fusion processes, and shadowing in 
nuclear structure functions can be identified with the extrinsic interactions, rather 
than processes directly connected with the proton's intrinsic structure. 

There is an amusing, though gedanken way to (in principle) separate the in
trinsic and intrinsic contributions to the proton's structure functions. For cxninplr. 
suppose that one wishes to isolate the intrinsic contribution GL (x,Q) to the d 
quark distribution in the proton. Let us imagine that there exists another set of 
quarks {q0} = u»,4>,J«»,C», ... identical in all respects to the usual set of quarks but 
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carrying zero electromagnetic and weak charges. The experimentalist could then 
measure tin* difference in scattering of electrons on protons versus electrons scatter
ing on a new baryon with valence quarks \wd0 > . This is analogous to an "empty 
target" subtraction. Contributions from qq pair production in the gluuuic Held of 
the target (photon-gluon fusion; effectively cancel, so that one can then identify 
the difference in scattering with the intrinsic d-quark distribution of the nucleon. 
Because of the Pauli exclusion principle, dd production on the proton where the d 
is produced in the same quantum state as the d in the nucleon is absent* but the 
corresponding contribution is allowed in the case of the \uud» > target. Because 
of this extra subtraction, the contributions associated with Reggeou exchange also 
cancel in the difference, and thus the intrinsic structure function (?'(r, Q) vanishes 
at T —* 0. The intrinsic contribution given finite expectation values for the iight-
rone kliirtic energy operator, "sigma" terms, and the J — 0 fixed poles associated 
with < I / i >fMI 

Higher Twist and other QCD Contribiitians to Electroproductioii 

Although there liave been extensive measurements of the divp inelastic struc
ture functions, some at peels remain to be verified, and will require data over a 
huge muge of Q'. Tor example, how much of the scale violation is due to power-
law (higher twist) contributions " versus logarithmic PQCIJ evolution? Does the 
llji'irken selling nan-isosiiiglet structure function /^(x.Q) behave as Cr1~°>' as 
j- -* I) lis dictated by Rcggc exchange and duality or is this a uiamfebtaLion of 
higher I wist contributions to tin* virtual photo-absorption cross section which falls 
as l/Q"? Arc the non-additive shadowing and anti-shadowing nurlrar effects really 
hiding iwisl or are they Q~ depmdent? 

Kh't'titHi-proton scattering also involves additional processes sue)) aw photopro-
dmtion. Compton processes. QKI) radiative corrections. v\t\ Klei troprodurl ion 
nvciions in which large transverse monm>;ui:i photons appear are particularly in-
1 ererf ing. In l he exclusive proves (*/!—• < ±tp one can isolate t lie virtual Cotnptoii 
<ros* section as well as the real part of tin- Cmnptnn amplitude. In the inclusive 
reaction «1;< —» i*vV one ran di-lermitir reactions and sum rules proportional to 
tin* quark charge cubed. 

It i> thu*. interesting u> couMdei inclusive electron-proton collisions from n gen
eral |tomt of view. As lonp a> there is ;it least one particle detected «t large lians-
\«-r>e momentum, whetlift it is it stuttered elect nm. or <\ pioilmrd li;ini photon. 
•»t ri h.'KJiiii) Ht Inriy /'; . one i.ni use tlie f.vtoi nation loniiuU1"1 
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which has general validity in gauge theory. The systems A,B,C can be leplons, 
photons, Jiadrons, or nuclei. The primary subprocess in elcctroproduction is cq ~» 
eq. The electron structure function G'e/e(x,Q) automatically provides the (leading 
logarithmic) QED radiative corrections. The spectrum of the electron beam plays 
the rote of the non-perturbative or initial structure function. (See Fig. 2(b).) The 
subprocess t*q -» jo corresponds to photon-induced two-jet production- (See 
Fig. 2(a).) This mibpraccss dominates reactions in which the large transverse 
momentum trigger is a hadron rather than the scattered lepton. Thus one sees 
that conventional deep inelastic eq —• cq scattering subproccss is just one oi the 
several modes of elerlroproductioH. 

The dominant contribution to the meson »eini-hiclusive cross section \n pre
dicted by QCf) factorisation to be due to jet fragmentation from the recoil quark 
and spectator diquark jets, 

When thr momentum transfer is in the intermediate raiiRe 1 ;S Q2 & 10 C»eV*, 
several other ton) ri but ions for meson production an* expected lo become important 
in tiV —t r'MX. These include. 

1. Higher twist contributions to jet fragmentation: 

The seating term reflects the l>chavic>r of ike pioit fragmentation funrlion 
at large brael iona) rwmien'mn (r — I) as predicted by pertnrbative (J<1) 
(one-gliion exchange). (See 1'ig. 'Ma).) The CfQ1 te rm" is eornpulril from 
the same |tcitiiibHlive diagrams, l-'or large ; wlierc this term rJutiiitiMlcs. we 
predict lhal the deep inelii.slit cross, section will be dominant ly longitudinal 
nil her llian transverse U - "J./<7-J > I, 

'1. "Direct" meson luuilnction. Isolated pious ni«> .'il.su be created by el.iMit 

If 
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Figure 2 Application or gauge theory factorization to elnrt reproduction (a) The 
79 — gq subproetss produces hadron jets al high pr- (b) 'Die e<f —< cf produces one 
quark jel 2nd one recoil electron jet at high pr. The QED radiativv corrections are 
incorporated inio Ike electron a.sd photon QED tiructure function*. 

scattering off of an effective pion current: (See Pig. 3(b).) 

dQ*d±r 

da 
dydQi cr—tK (5¥ 

dQl 

I Wt fO - r) • 

Here u = a • p/pt • p. In the case of a nuclear target, o»e can test for uoit-
additivity of virtual pions due to nuclear effects, as predicted in models for 
the EMC effect1"' at small xgr Jaffa and Hoodbhoy"3' have shown that the 
existence of quark exchange diagrams involving quarks of different nucleons 
in the nudeuti invalidates general applicability of the simplest convolution 
formulae conventionally uaed in sucli analyses. The Gw{p[TtQ) structure 
function is predicted to behave roughly as {1 - j ) s at large i, as predicted 
from spectator quark counting rules!"'" Applications of these rules to other 
off-sheli -uciixm processes are discussed in Refs. 3D and 28. 
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Figure 3. QCD contributions to pion elcctroproduction (a) Jet fragmentation, 
including lending and [/Q7 higher twitt contributions, (b) Isolated pion contribution* 
at order \fQ* (c) Exclusive production, {d) Primakov! contribution 

3. Exclusive Ch&'inels. (See Fig. 3(c).) The mesons can of course b« produced 
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in exclusive channels: e.g. -j'p -» JT+M, f*p —» />°p- Pion clerlroproduction 
extrapolated to I - »ij provides the basic knowledge of the pion form factor 
at spacelike (? z . With the advent of the perlurbalivr QCD analyses of large 
momentum transfer exclusive, reactions, predictions ran be given over the 
whole range of large / ami Q2. Kxclusive processes are discussed in more 
detail in Section 5-S. 

4. Another meson production channel is the PriinakolF reaction V» "* ' " • ***<"'» 
which dominates over other events at very low target recoil momentum. (See 
Fig. 3(d).) Such measurements would allow the determination of the •> —* *" 
transition form factor. This quantity, combined with the QOJ) analysis of the 
pion form factor leads to a method to determine the QCD running coupling 
constAnc n„(<?3) solely from exclusive measurements. 

Hadronization oftjic Quark and Spectator Systems 
At the most basic level. Bjorken scaling or deep inelastic structure functions 

implies the production of a single quark jet, ret oiling against the scattered lep-
ton. The spectator system the remnant of the target remaining after the scattered 
quark is removed-is a color-il system. The struck quark is sensitive to the magni
tude of the momentum transfer Q and logarithmically evolves by radiated gluons 
with relative transverse momentum controlled by Q2 and the available p!iase-spac<\ 
According to QCD factorization, the recoiling quark jet, together with the gluonic 
radiation produced in the scattering process, produces liadrons in a universal way, 
independent of the target or particular hard scattering reaction. This jet should 
he identical to the liphi quark jets produced in e*v~ annihilation. In coutriut, 
the hadrotii/ation of the spectator system depend!- in detail oil the target prop
erties. 1'nlike the quark jet. the Leading particles of the target spectator nyslein 
do not evolve and thus should not depend on the momentum transfer Q" [at fixed 
li '- = ($ -t p)']. At present »-e do lot have a h-wir understanding of the physics 
of hadroiiiwttion, although pheuotncnologicHl approaches, such a* the Lund string 
model, have heen successful »n parameterizing many features of the data. 

Analogs belween Q('l) and QKI) 

Many of the novel features ex|»ected in QCI) an* also apparent in Qiianinm 
Klertrody nan lies (QKI)t li i* (hus often useful tu keep a QKU atialo; in mind. ie 
placing (lie target hv <i neulral atom Mirh as posiironiuiii- Kven m QK1) where there 
is no vonhneuieiii. one eypii-ts in certain kiiietnnlic region* signilicanl corrections 
to ihe lijurken valine, rt.ssoriated with positron or electron knockout, in addition to 
the logarithmic evolution of the QK1) structure fund ions associated with induced 
photon radial ion l;or example, at low- Q2, the interference between amplitudes 
where diiTnnu unistitueiits are -.truck Income impurtant. Near thr-sliold. where 
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charged particles emerge at low relative velocities, there arc strong Coulomb distor-
I urns, as summarized by the Sominorfcld farlur. In QCl) these have their analog 
in a phenomena called "jet coalescence" . The Coulomb distortion factor must 
be included if one wants to muintain duality between tin- iurlaslir continuum and 
a summation over exclusive channels in eleclroproduetiou." 

A. Ai't'Mf'ATiONS OK QCD in TIIK PIIF.NUMKNOMK;Y OK EXCLUSIVE Rt-
AOJONS 

In thi« section I will discuss the application of QCI) to exclusive reaction* at 
large momentum transfer. The primary processes jf interest are those in which 
one learns new information on the structure of the proton and other hadrons. The 
wavefunctions involved i« such reactions are also relevant to the understanding of 
jel hadroitizalion and thr computation of hadron matrix elements for weak decays, 
etc. This includes form factors at large momentum transfer Q and large angle.1 

scattering reactions. Specific examples arc reactions such as c~;i —• e~p, e + e " -» 
pp , elastic scattering reactions at large angles and energies such as sr +» —• ff+p 
and pp -* pp, two-photon annihilation processes such as 77 -* K+I\~ orpp —»-}>, 
exclusive unclear processes such as dcutcron photo-disintegration fd —* np, and 
exclusive decays such as JT+ —• fi+u or Jfij> —* jr+jr~T°. 

As discussed in the introduction. QCD has two essential properties which make 
calculations of processes at short distance or high-momentum transfer tractable 
and systematic. The critical feature is asymptotic freedom: the effective coupling 
raiistant a^Q'*) which controls the interactions of (marks and gluons at momen
tum transfer (?' vanishes logarithmically at large Q2 since it allows pcrturbative 
expansions in n4(Q~). Complementary to asymptotic freedom is the existence of 
fnrlorisation f/jrorrms for both exclusive and inclusive processes at large momen
tum transfer. In the case of "hard" exclusive processes (in which the kinematics 
of all the final male hadrons are fixed at large invariant mass), the hadronic Am
plitude can be represented as the product of a process-dependent hard-scattering 
amplitude ?7f O n Q) for the scattering, of the constituent (marks convoluted with a 
prortsis-independent distribution amplitude p[r.Q) fur each mcomiiig or outgoing 
hadron!1*1 When Q2 is large, Tn is computable in pert urhnl ion theory as is the 
Q •dependence of ^ ( J - . Q ) . 

In Table I we give a summa: of I lie mam scaling law- and properties of 
large momentum Transfer exclusive and inrlusiw cross sections which are derivable 
starting from the light 'one Fock space basis <-.n I tin- pi-riurbativi- expansion for 
QC». 

As emphasized in Smion 1. a convenient relativalv doenption of hadr<m 
wavefunctioiis is given liy the set of 11-hody momentum spate amplitudes. l'«(X|. kL>. \, 
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Tabic 1 Comparison of Exclusive and Inclusive Cross Sections 

Exclusive Amplitudes Inclusive Cross Sections 

X~n<*(r t.Q)G Tx(rt,Q) <fcr-11 GUa, Q) ® (**{*., <3) 
Q 9 

<**•« = £ / r**J Whtf(*.*l)f 
Measure 4> in •> —» MM Measure G in £» —* £Jf 

•eir 

Evolution 

^ ( x , ^ ) _ / ,1 ^ J t 9 ^ - A ^ / J„ Ptr/.,\S!/tl\ 

lim 0(x, (?) = n T »' cA»vor 

tflogG2 J * V 

Jim C7(r,G) = *(x)C 

Power Law Behavior 

n = tij, + n$ + nc + «p n«, = n. + n* + n e + m 

TH expansion in a»{Q2) d& : expansion in a,{Q7) 

Complications 

End point singularities 
Pinch singularities 
High Fock states 

Multiple scales 
Phase-space limits on evolution 
Heavy quark thresholds 
Higher twist muttiparticle processes 
Initial and final state interactions 
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112, ...ii, defined on the Irn: quark and gluon Fock basis at equal "ligiil-cone lime" 
r = t+zfc\u the physical "light-cone" gauge A+ = / t °+/ l 3 = 0. [Here*, = t ^ / p + , 
53, x, = 1, is the light-cone momentum fraction of quark or gluon i in the it — 
particle Fock state; k±t, with £ i * 1 . = 0, is its transverse momentum relative to 
the total momentum ;V; and X, h its hdicity.) The quark and gluon structure 
functions G\ffj(r,Q) and G„/;/(x, Q) which control hard inclusive reactions and 
the hadron distribution amplitudes <J>H{X,Q) which control hard exclusive reactions 
are simply related to ti;«s« wavefu notions: 

G,/y,(x, Q) « Y, J H^fci. j Kdxi | ^ ( i „ k±i)\H(x, - x) , 

and 

Q 

In the case of inclusive reactions, such as deep inelastic lepton scattering, two 
basic aspects of QCD are relevant: (1) the scale invariance of the underlying lepton-
quark subprocess cross section, and (2) the form and evolution of the structure 
functions. A structure function is a sum of squares of the light-cone w&vefunc-
tions. The logarithmic evolution of Gq{x, Q*) is controlled by the wave-functions 
which fall off as | 0 (X ,£JL) | 2 ~ o^ffcjJ/Jfc^ at large ft±. This form is a consequence 
of the pointlike q -+ </q, g —» gg, and g ~* qq splitting. By taking th'c logarithmic 
derivative of G with respect to Q one derives the evolution equations of the struc
ture function. All of the hadron's Fock states generally participate; the ncftssity 
for taking into account the (non-valence) higher-particle Fock states in the proton 
is apparent from two facts: (1) the proton's large gluon momentum fraction and (2) 
the recent results from the EMC collaboration " suggesting that, on the average, 
little of the proton's helicity is carried by the light quarks. 1 1 

In the case of exclusive eLctroproduction reactions such as the baryon form 
factor, again two basic aspects of QCD are relevant: (1) the scaling of the under
lying hard scattering amplitude (such as I 4- <W? -+ ' + <M<i), and (2) the form and 
evolution of the hadron distribution amplitudes. The distribution amplitude is de
fined as an integral over the lowest (valence) light-cone Fock state. The logarithmic 
variation of 4>[xtQ2) is derived from the integration at large lc±} i.e. wavefunctions 
which behave as i//(x,ic±) ~ a,(k\)/k\ at large k\ This behavior follows from the 
simple one-gluon exchange contribution to the tail of the valence wavefunction. By 
taking the logarithmic derivative, one then obtains the evolution equation for the 
hadron distribution amplitude. 
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Thr form factor of a badron at any momentum transfer can be computed 
exactly in terms of a convolution of initial and final light-cone Fock state wave-
functions. In general, all of the Fock states contribute. In contrast, exclusive 
reactions with high momentum transfer <?, perturbativc QCD predicts that only 
the lowest particle number (valence) Fock stale is required to compute the contri
bution to the amplitude to leading order in 1/Q. For example, in the light-cone 
Fock expansion the proton is represented as a column vector of stales ti^ M l "/'.?<?« > 
0 „ , j , . . . . In the light-cone gauge, A+ = Aa + A2 = 0, only the minimal "valence" 
three-quark Fock state needs to he considered at large momentum transfer since 
any additional quark or gluon forced to absorb large momentum transfer yields a 
power-law suppressed contribution to the hadronic amplitude. Thus at large Q2, 
the baryon form factor can be systematically computed by iterating the equation 
of motion for its valence Fock slate wherever large relative momentum occurs. To 
leading order the kerne] is effectively one-gluon exchange. The sum of the hard 
gluon exchange rontributions can be arranged as the gauge invariant amplitude 
7>/. the final form factor having thr form 

l l 

Fn(Q2) = j\dy\ j\dx\ ^B{y^Q)Taixuyt,QHB\T%,Q) . 
o a 

The essential gauge-invariant input for hard exclusive processes is the distri
bution amplitude 4>a{xsQ), For example 4>T{I,Q) is the amplitude for finding 
a quark and atiliquark in the pion carrying momentum fractions x and I — x 
at imparl (transverse spare) separations less than b± < \(Q. The distribution 
amplitude thus plays the role of the "wavefunction at the origin" in analogous 
noii-n-Utivistic calculations of form factors. In the relativislir theory, its depen
dence on log Q its controlled by evolution equations derivable from perturbation 
throry or the operator product expansion. A complete discussion may be found in 
the papers by Lepage and myself, and our recent review in rcf.I. A discussion 
of the tight-rone Fock state wavefunctiotw and their relation to observabies is given 
in Hcf. 37. 

The distribution Amplitude contains all of the bound-state dynamics and spec
ifies ihe momr:iMifii distribution of the ipiarks in the tudran. The hard-scattering 
amplitude for a given exclusive process ran be calculated prrliirbaLively as a func
tion of n,{Q2), Similar analyses can be applied to form factors, exclusive photon-
photon reactions, mid with increasing degrees of complication, to phv**J>rodurlion, 
fixed-angle scattering, etc. In the case of the simplest processes, 77 -» MM and 
the meson form factors, the leading order analysts can i> readily rxlended to all-
ordrrs in pert nrbal ion theory. 
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Figure -1. QCD factorisation fof two-body mrplrtudcs BL Intgc momentum truiifc?. 

In the case of exclusive processes such as photo-production, Compton scatter
ing, meson-haryon scattering, etc., the leading hard scattering QCD contributioi. at 
large momentum transfer Q2 = IU/J has the form (helicity labels and suppressed) 
(see Fig. 4) 

In general the distribution amplitude is evaluated at the characteristic scale Q set 
by the effective virtuality of the quark propagators. 

By definition, the hard scattering amplitude TJJ for a given exclusive process is 
constructed by replacing each external hadron with its niassless, collincar valence 
partons, each carrying a finite fraction x, of the hadron's momentum. Thus '/'// 
is the scattering amplitude for the constituents. The essential behavior of the 
amplitude is determined by '/'//. computed where each hadron is replaced by its 
(collincar) quark constituents. We note that T// is "collinear irreducible," i.e. the 
transverse momentum integrations of all reducible loop integration arc restricted 
to A-j[ > OlQi) since the small k± region is already contained in 0. If the internal 
propagators in TJI are all far-ofT-shell O(Q'), then a pcrturbative expansion in 
<*M{Q2) can be carried out. 

Higher twist corrections to the <|iiark and gluon propagator due lo mass terms 
and intrinsic transverse momenta of a few hundred McV give nominal corrections 
of higher order in \}Q2. These finite mass corrections combine with the leading 
twist results to give a smooth approach to small Q2. It is thus reasonable that 
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!*QCP scaling laws become valid at relatively low iinmeuluin liausfei of order •>[ 
a few (ieV. 

(Iencr.il l-'eatiires of Kxdusive Processes in QCD 
Tlir factorization ihiweiii for larg«*-momciitiiin transfer exclusive reaction*sep

arate* t lie dy namics of hard-seal tering quark andglinjii amplitudes 7*;/ from process 
independent distribution amplitudes ^ # ( T , Q ) which isolates nil of the hound state 
dynamics. However, as seen from Table I. even without, complete information on 
the hadronk wave functions, il is still possiHe to make predirtious at Urge mo 
mentum transfer directly from Q(*D. 

Alt hough detailed calculations of the hard-scattering amplitude have not been 
earned out in all of the hadrou-hadroit scattering cases, one can abstract some 
general feature* of QO) common to all exclusive processes at large momentum 
transfer: 

1. Sitter the distribution amplitude 4j/ is the L, - i) orbital-angular-momen
tum projection of t he liadron wave function, the sum of the interacting con-
stit dents' spin along the liadron's momentutn equals the hadron spin: 

! > , = * / / • 
•ei/ 

hi contrast, there are any ttttmher of non-ittterafting spectator constituents 
in im-hnsive reactions, and the spin of the active quarks or gluons >» only 
statistically related to the liadron spin (except at the edge of phase space 
J - t 1). 

'1. Since all loop integrations in Tn are of order QH the quark and hadroii masses 
can be neglected at large Q2 up Lo corrections of order — '»/<?• The vcetor-
gluon coupling conserves quark helicity when all masses are neglected-i.f. 
" p ' 1 " I = 0. Thus total quark helicity is conserved in 7#. In addition, 
because of (2). each hadrou's helicity is the sum of the helicities of its valence 
quarks in 7*//. We I litis have the selection rule 

£ A f f -J>-0. 
initial final 

i.i. total hadronn helirtly is conserved up to corrections of order m/Q or 
higher. Only (flavor-»inglct) mesons in the 0 ~ + nonet can have a two-glnon 
valence component and thus even for these stales the quark helicity equaN 
the liadronic helieily. <'uusequently hadronic-helicity conservation applies 
for all amplitudes involving light meson and baxy-ons/"1 Exclusive reactions 
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wliirli involve li;i<litm,s will) tjnarks or RIIIOIIS in higher orbit ill finguliii states 
nre suppressed liy powers. 

"I. The nominal power-law behavior of an exclusive amplitude al fixed 0t m is 
( l / y ) " - 4 , where >i is the number of external element itry particles (quarks, 
gluoiiK, lepLons, photons, ...) in 7//. Tins dimensional-counting rule1"' is 
modified by the Q2 dependence of the factors of fi„(Q?) in Tu, by tliu Q1 

evolution of the distribution amplitudes, and possibly by a small power cor
rection associated with the Sudakov suppression of pinch singularities in 
hadroft'liadron scattering. 

The dimensional-counting rules for the power-law fallofT appear to he ex
perimentally well established for a wide variety of pror«:ases.,M The helicity-
conservation rule is also one of the most characteristic feal urcs of QCD, being a 
direct consequence of the gluon's spin. A scalw-or tensor-gluon-quark coupling 
dtps the quark's helicity. Thus, for such theories, helitily may or may not be 
conserved in any given diagram contribution to 7*// depending upon the number 
of interactions involved. Only for a vector theory, such as QOD, can one have a 
helicity selection rule valid to all orders in perturbation theory. 

5 . El.KCTHOMACiNF,TIC; FOHM FACTORS 

Any bi'lirity conserving bnryon form factor at large Ql bas the form: (sec Fig. 

] I 

where to leading order in a${Q2), Ty is conrputed from 3^ + 7* —* 3? tree graph 
amplitudes: [Fig. 5(b).) 

= Q2 1 ^rt,V}) 

and 

is the valence three-quark wavcf unction [Fig, .r>(c)] evaluated at quark impact 
separation bx — 0{Q~{). Sine** $B only depends logarithmically on QJ In QCl), 
tlie main dynamical drpeudeii'.-e of Fa(Q2) is the power behavior {Q2)'2 derived 
from pealing of the elementary propagators :n 7//. More explicitly, the proton's 
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Figure 5. {a) FaciontaUon or the nucleoli form fattor al I urge Q* in QCD (b) 
The leading order diagram* for the hard scattering amplitude 7|#. The dots indicate in
sertions which enter tbe reiiormiilualion of the coupling constant, (c) The leading order 
diagrams which determine the Qi dependence of the distribution amplitude $[t, Q). 

magnet ir form factor Itas the form: l»M 

— 1«"~^«l 

i + 0MQH + 

The first factor, tn agreement with tin* quark counting rule, is due to the hard 
scattering of the three valence quarks from the initial to final nucleoli dircrtion. 
Higher Fork states lead to form factor contributions of siirrehnively higher order 
in \fQ~. The logarithmic correel ions derive from an evolution equation for the 
nudeon distribution amplitude. The 7,, arc the coui|mted anomalous dimensions. 
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reflecting the short distance scaling of thrcc-qu&rk composite operators!4'1 The 
results hold for any baryon to baryon vector or axial vector transition amplitude 
that conserves the baryon heticity. Helicity non-conserving form factors should fall 
as an additional power of l/C?2!1" Measurements'44 of the transition form factor to 
the J = 3/2 JV( 1520) nucleoli resonance are consistent with Jt = ±1/2 dominance, 
as predicted by the helicity conservation rule?*1 A review of the data on spin effects 
in electron nucleon scattering in the resonance region is given in ReL 43. It is 
important to explicitly verify that &&<?)/Fi[<f) decreases at large Q2. The 
angular distribution decay of the J / 0 - • pp is conaistent with the QCD prediction 
\ P + X? = 0. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of experiment"*1 with th» QCI) dimensional counting 
rule {Q1)n'}F\Q1) - conti for form factors. Tlic piotoit data extends beyond 30 
GcV*. 

Thus, modulo logarithmic factors, one obtains a dimensional counting rule for 
any liadronfc or nuclear form factor at large Q2 (A =s V » 0 or 1/2) 

/.'A' ' I.- l r ' 
1 Q* Q2 " Qia 

- i — i 
y * " Pion. n*2 

„ J „ 
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where fi is lltt- minimum number of lirlds in tin- h.:flrou. Since <piark lirlitily i> 
conserved in 7// and 0\s,.Q) in lhe I.z = 0 projeeimn of the wave-function, total 
hadronic delicti V i> euiweiviil at Urge momentum l-aiisfet (or any QCl) cxi'lii-
sive reaction. The dominaiii nucleon form fan or thus correspoih,. lo e' |(y-) or 
f!\t(Q2): the 1'atili form factor l'-AQ2\ is suppressed by an i-xlra power of Q-. Sim 
ilarly, in the case of I he deutcroii. t he dominant form farLur has helicity A — X1 •-• U, 
corresponding to <^/A(Q'). 

The comparison of experimental form factors wil h 1 he predicted minimal power-
law Wlia\'i--r is shown in Fig. 6. The general form of the logarithmic corrections 
lo the le«*ii:ig power contributions form factors can be derived from the operator 
proiluct expansion at shorl distance or by solving au evolution ctpiHlion 
for the distribution amplitude inn-puled from gluon exchange {Fig. 5(c)), the only 
QCD contribution which fails, sufficiently small at large transverse momentum U> 
effect the large Q' dependence. 

The comparison of the proton form factor data with the QCD prediction ar
bitrarily normalized is shown in Fig. 7. The fall-off of {Q'fGm{Q2} with Q'* is 
consistent with the logarit luuic fall-off of the square of QCD running coupling con
stant. As we shall discuss below, the QCD sum rule" mode) form for the nucleoli 
distribution amplitude together with the QCD factorization formulae, predicts the 
correct sign and magnitude as welt us scaling behavior of the proton and neutron 
form factors, 

Comparison of Q('I) Scaling for Exclusive Processes with Experiment 

PheuonxMiologically the ditneusiunal counting power laws appear consistent 
with measurements of form Urnns. photon-induced amplil udes, and elastic hadron-
liadrou scattering at large angles and momentum transfer." The successes of the 
quark counting rules can be taken as strong evidence for QCD since the derivation 
of the counting rules require scale invariant tree graphs, soft corrections from higher 
loop corrections lo lhe hard scattering amplitude, and strong suppression of pinch 
singularities. QCD i> llie <nily field theory of spin * fWds that has all of these 
properties. 

As shown in Fig. S. the data for •>/» — T T I I cross section at fl^jif = jr/"j are con
sistent with tin* normalization and scalingdofdt (->/» —» -+n) ^ [l nb/(.«/!() (JeY)"] 
nth). 

The check of fixed angle scaling in proton-proton elastic scattering is shown in 
Figs. !). Extensive mea.sumwills of the py —* pp cross seciion have bce» made al 
ANL. BNL and other laboratories. The scaling law siadajdt{pp -+ pp) s: rwist. 
predicted by QCD seems to work quite well over a large range of energy and angle. 
The best fit gives the power .V = 9.7 ± 0.5 compared to the dimensional counting 
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Figure 7 Comparison of lln> scaling behavior of the proton magnetic form factor 
witli thr throrctkal itrodktiom of II'-IK. 38 and i . The CZ predictions arc normaliM-d 
in sign and magnitude The data arc from R<T 47. 

pr-diction N=10. There arc, however, measurable deviations from fixed power 
dependence which .ire not readily Jspparent on the log-log plot. As emphasized 
by Hendry '* the siuda/di cross section exhibits oscillatory behavior with px (.we 
Section I I ) . I\wn more serious in the fart that polarization measurements show 
significant spin-spin correlations (Asx), and the single spin as}mmetry (AN) is 
nut consistent with predictions based on hadion helieily conservation whkh is 
expected to bo valid for the leading power behavior.' Recent, discussions of these 
effects have been given by Karrar" and Lipkin." We discuss a new explanation 
of all of those effects in Section 11. 

As emphasized by Landshoff. lite ISR data for high energy clastic pp scattering 
al small \t\fs can be parameterized in the form dafdt *- const ft* for 2 OfV1 < 
\t\< 10 GYV 2 . This suggest* a role for triplegJuon exchange pinch contributions at 
targe energies when- multiple vector exchange diagrams could dominate. However, 
from Mueller's analysis'1'1 one experts stronger fall-off in / due to the Sudakuv form 
factor suppression. This paradox impJ'es that the role or the pinch singularity in 
large momentum transfer exclusive reactions is not well understood and deserve 
further attention. Pinch singularities arr also expected to modify the dimensional 
counting scaling laws for wide»angle scattering, but the rliaiigr in the expoiimi of 
s is small and hare to detect expert mentally. However. Ralston and I'ire have 
suggested that the oscillatory behavior in the wide-angle pp .scattering amplitude 
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Figure 8. Comparison of plioLoproduction <Uu with the dimensional ountirg 
power-law prediction. The data ate summarized in Ref. 48. 

results from interference between the pinch contributions and the ordinary hard-
scattcring contributions to the pp amplitude. Pinch singularities do not arise in 
form factors, or such photon-induced processes as 77 —* 
7* - Af|...W.v at fixed angle?" 77 - 5 5 , 7 # - 7#<etc. l w ' T ) 

The role of pinch contributions in large momentum transfer exclusive reac
tions has recently been clarified by Bolts and Slerman." ID agreement with 
Mueller they show that the Sudakov vertex corrections suppress large impact sep
aration contributions from multi-scatlering diagrams, reducing the net power to 
a value very close to the dimensional counting prediction, e.g dafdt[pp —» pp) » 
f(8etit)/*?f'6 rather than I/> i n . The pinch contributions are thus asymptotically 
dominant over hard scattering diagrams which carry live powers of the running cou
pling constant. Furthermore I lie effective quark separation is of order J»i «* \fQ so 
that (he predictions for color transparency in quasi-elastic scattering in nuclei will 
hold for pinch contributions as well as the usual bar ^scattering diagrams. The 
contributions (o the pin*~h amplitude coming from regions af integration wliereone 
or more of the exchanged RIUOJIS rarrirs sofl momentum, is suppressed because of 
the presence of four powt'rs of lhe hadron distribution amplitude, so the region of 
validity of the QCD scaling is extended to quite low momentum transfer. Botts 
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Figure 9. Test of fixed OCM scaling for elastic pp scattering, The data compilation 
it from LuidshofT find Polkinghotne. 

and Sterman do not find *in energy-dependent structure in the pinch analysis of 
the type required to account for the observed "oscillations" about 1/s10 behav
ior Been in the pp scattering data. It is also apparent from the structure of the 
pinch contiibutions that they do not have large spin-spin correlations of the type 
observed in the data of Krisch et al. (Sec section 11.) 

G. HADRONIC WAVEKUNCTION PHENOMENOLOGY 

Let us now return to the question of the normalization of exclusive ampli
tudes in QCD. It should be emphasized that because of the uncertain magnitude 
of corrections of higher order in aj(<?2), comparisons with the normalization of ex
periment with model predictions could be misleading. Nevertheless, in this section 
it shall be assumed thai the leading order normalization is al least approximately 
accurate. If the higher order corrections are indeed small, then the normalization 
of the proton form iVtor at large Q2 is a non-trivial Ust ol the distribution ampli
tude Hliap*". for example, if the proton wave function has a non-rolativistic shape 
peaked at J, ~ 1/3 then one obtains the wrong sign for the micleon form factor, 
furthermore symmetrical distribution amplitudes predict a very small magnitude 
for Q*ar

M(Q2') at large Q1. 
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Tlir phenomenology of hadroti wavrfiiiif-tion* in Q(T) is now just beginning. 
<\»nslrmuts on tin- haryon .Hid meson distribution amplitude- 1 »Jî '<* been reeenlly 
obtained using QCD Mini inks and lattice Range theory. The- p epulis arc expressed 
in terms of gauge-invariant moments < x'j1 >— / ttdx, j - * " th(J\.ft) of llir hadron's 
distribution amplitude. A particularly important challenge is the construction 
of I In- haryou dieiribmioi: amplitude.In the case of the proion form factor, the 
constants ««, n in the Q('l) prediction for CVji/ must bo computed fnim moments of 
Uit' nucleoli's distribution amplitude <p(x„Q). There arc now extensive theoretical 
efforts to compute this iioupciliirbaLivc input directly from Q(M). The QCO sum 
ntle analysis of Ohernyak tl jpj.'"'* provides constraints on tin* (list 12 moments 
of <t>{x<Q) losing as a basis lltr- polynomials wliich an 1 eif-eiistales of I In* nucleoli 
evolution equation, one gets a ttiodej representation of the nucleoli distribution 
amplii udr. as well a.* its evolution with the momentum transfer scale. The moment* 
of the proton distribution amplitude computed by Chernyak ct «/., have now been 
confirmed in an independent analysis by Sachrajda. and King. ° 

A *bree-dimeiisiona! "snapshot" of ihr proton's uuti wavefmirlion at equal 
light-cone time as deduced from QCD sum rules at ft <- 1 GeV by Chcrnyak ct 
at. and King and Sachrajda is shown in Pig. 10. The QCT) stun rule analysis 
predids a surprising feature; strong flavor asymmetry in the niieh momentum 
distribution. The computed moments of the distribution amplitude in ,ply that, 65% 
of the proton's momentum ill its 3-quark valence state is carried by the u-quark 
which lias the same helicity ax the parent hadron. 

Dzirmttowski and Maiikiewiez have recently shown that the asymmetrc form 
of the C7 distribution amplitude can result from n rotationally-invariant CM wave 
function transformed to the light cone using frne quark dynamics. They find that 
one can simultaneously fit low energy phenomena (charge radii, magnetic moments, 
etc.), the measured high momentum transfer hadrou form factors, and the C-Z 
distribution amplitude* with a self-consistent ansatz for the quark wave functions. 
Thus for the first time one has a somewhat complete model for tlie relativistic 
three-quark structure of the hadrons. In ihe model the transverse size of the 
valence wave function is not found to i. "if^ificantly smaller than the mean radius 
ttf the proton averaged over all Fork states as argued in Itef. fil, Dyiicmbowski ct 
af. also iind thai the periurbalive QCI) contribution to the form factors in their 
mode] dominates over the soft contiibtition (obtained by coiivoluting the non-
perturbative wave functions) at a scale Qf.\ as 1 G*V. where A; is I he number of 
valence constituent*. (This criterion was. also derived in Hef. 30.) 

Clari nril Stefanis * have developed a model for the nucleoli form fartors which 
incorporates the (,"/. distribution amplitude predictions at high Q2 together with 
VMO < (distraints at low Q2. Their analysis predicts sizeable values for t h a neutron 
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Figure 10 Tin- pro!on diat.ibiiuoii amplitude O r(r,,/j) dftcniiiiuvl at the scale 
I* " I GcV (ruin Q('D Hum rules 

fleclric form factor al intermediate values of Q~. 
A detailed plivtiomcnological analysis of the nuclcon Form factors for different 

shapes of the distribution amplitudes has been given by Ji, Sill, and Lombard-
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Nflswii.1'"1' Tlieit results siiow that l l i eCZ wave function is consistent wit.li lli:> sign 
and magnitude of the proton fonn factor al large Q~ as recently measured by the 
American I'niversily/SI,AC collaboration ' (see Tig. I I ) . 
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f-'inurc 11 I'ri-iln in>u> fin llic normaiiialioti niitl sign of I lie firoiuu form factor 
;ii luj;h fj- iiMiiji p>*ruirliJitiv.- <J('I) fartomiULiii am) Q(^I1 sum ni!r pn'tiii'liuiis for 
iln' )iriiUni tlistnt>uiir>n .aii|>liiuilt- (from RVf (>;t ) Til'- |itc«lic-tioi)s iiw fi>r»»- £i*''» Hy 
t 'lit Tiiy.ik .iiul ZliifniLskv KIIIK .iml Sachrajil*. nnil (•'.in ami Sli-funis " 

It should he stressed thai the magnit mlr of tlte proton fonn fai tov is sensitive ii> 
the x -- I dependence of the prolon distribution am)>li tude, where noli - pert tubal ive 
elfectr- could he important. ' I he asymmetry of the d .tribnlion amplitude em 
phasi/e> eon!vilmtUnix from the large j region Since non-leading corrections lire 
expected when thecpiark propagator stale Q'( I - r) is small, in principle relatively 
large moment urn transfei is leipured !o clearly I est the perturhative QCI) predic
tions. ('Iicni>ak i! al. ha\c -tudied thi> ellecl in smiie detail and claim that tlieii 
Q<1) sum rule prediction:- ,nr tin! significant !y changed when higher momeiils of 
tin- distiihiiiiori ,t[iiplitu'!i' .ue included. 

It if important to not n e that the perUiibiilivr scaling regime of the meson form 
factor i-- controlled by I he urluidily of the quark propagator. When 'lie quark is 
fai off shc]|. miilliple gluoti CM hange contributions involving soft gluoti insertions 
ate -uppirs-etl by iuvns. p.rweis of the (Ulrirk propagator, there i- Hot suflinejit 
t ime io I'M h.mgi' sofl glnoiis MI ghioiiiiiin. Thus the perturhative analysis is valid 
a> long ,i> ihr siiicle gluoii exi hange propagator has inverse power behavior. There 
i> thus iiu i-e,isn|| to require thai ih. jltioti lie far olf-shell. a> in I he analysis of tef. 
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The moments of distribution amplitudes can also be computed using lattice 
gauge theory.*' In the case of lit** piott distribution amplitudes, tliere is good agree-
ment of the lattice gauge theory ronipu tat ions of Martinelti and Sachrajda with 
lite QC1' sum rule resuIts. This check has strengthened confidence in the reliabil
ity of the QC1) sum ride method, although the shape of the meson distribution 
amplitudes arc unexpectedly structured: ll. pion distribution amplitude is broad 
and lias a dip *l x = 1/2- The QCD sum rule meson distributions, combined 
with the perttirbative QCI3 factorization predictions, account well for the scaling, 
normalization >̂f the pion form factor and 77 —* M* M~ cross sections. 

In the case of the haryoii, the asymmetric three-quark distributions are con
sistent with the normalization of ttic baxyoti form factor at large Q and also 
I lie brandling ratio for Jfil> —» pp. The data for large angle Complon scattering 
7p —» 7/j are also well described.'"1 However, a very recent lattice calculation of th« 
lowest two moments by Martinclli ant! Sachrajda does not show skewing of the 
average frndion of momentum of the valence quarks in the proton. This lattice re-
sull is in contradiction to the predictions of the QC'i) sum rules and does cast some 
doubt on the validity of the model of the proton distribution proposed by Chcrnyak 
cl al; The lattice calculation is performed in the quenched approximation with 
Wilson ferriiions and requires an extrapolation to the chiral limit. 

The contribution of soft momentum exchange to the hadron form far-tors is A 
potentially serious complication when one use* the QC'I) sum rule model distribu
tion amplitudes. In the analysis of Ref. 66 it was argued that only about 1% of the 
proton form factor conies from regions of integration 111 which all the propagators 
are hard. A new analysis by Dziemhowski ct al[.'°l shows that the QCI) sum rule'*1 

distribution amplitudes of Cheruyak tt n/f1 together with the perturbalive QCD 
prediction gives contributions to the form factors which agree villi the measured 
normalization of the pion form factor at. Q2 > -1 (JcV2 and proton form factor 
Q2 > 20 OYl' 2 to within a factor of two. In the calculation the virtually of the ex
changed gluon is restricted lo \lr\ > 0.25 CrV1. The authors assume a* - 0.3 and 
that the underlying wavefiitictions fall off exponentially at the r a 1 endpoint*. 
Another model of the proton distribution amplitude with dimiark clustering" 
<liosen lo satisfy the QC|} sum rule moments come even closer. Considering the 
uncertainly in the magnitude «f the higher order corrections, one really cannot 
expect better agreement between the QCD predictions and experiment. 

The relative importance of ue-ii-perturbative contributions to form factors is 
also an issue. Unfortunately, there is little lh.it can he said until we have a deeper 
understanding of llie end-point behavior of liadnmic •vavefutictions. and of the 
role played by Sudafcov form factors in the end point region. Models have been 
constructed in which non-perturbalive effects persi-t lo high Q. Other models 
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have been *oii«n'iicled in which such elfrrts vanish r.ipidly i»s Q increases." 
If tlu'Ql'D sum rule results are correct I hen. the light hadrous are highly struc

tured oscillating momentum space valence wavefmictions, lit tin* case of mesons, 
the Tilths from both the lattice raitulaliwiK and Q(T) Mini ruh*s show tlial the 
light quarks are highly relalixistic. This gives furlhei indication :hat while mm-
relat ivisl ic potential models arc useful for enumerating the spittnim of hadroiitt 
(because I hey express the rrlewmt degrees of freedom), they may not lie reliable 
in predicting wan-function structure. 

7. Tilt: P I I K - Q C D DKVKLOPMEST OF EXCLI'SIVK REACTIONS 

The study of exclusive processes in terms of underlying quark subprocesses 
in fact began before the discovery of QOD. The advent of the parton model and 
Bjorken scaling for deep inelastic structure functions in the late 1960's brought 
a new focus to the structure of form factors and exclusive processes at large mo
mentum t ransfer. The underlying theme of the parlon model was the concept that 
quarks carried the electromagnetic current within hadrons. The use of time-ordered 
perturbation theory in an "infinite mmncnluin frame'', or equivalently, quantisa
tion on the light cone, provided a natural language for hadrons as composites of 
rclativistic partons. i.r, point-like constituents." Drelt and Yan1"1 showed how to 
compute current matrix elements in terms of a Kock state cxp»ns:sn at infinite mo-
uientum. (Later their result was shown to be exact in the light-rone quantization 
scheme.) 

Drell and Van suggested that hadron form factors &n> dominated by ihc end' 
point region J- ss ]. Then it is clear From the Drell- Yan formula that the form factor 
fall of? at large Q* is closely related to the J- --• I behavior of the hadron structure 
function. The relation found by Drell and Yan was 

4 

Ciribov and Lipalov extended Ibis relationship to fragmentation functions 
D{zsQ-\ at : — 1. taking into account cancellations due to quark spin. Feyn-
mail noted that the Drelt-Yan relationship was also true in gauge theory models 
in which the endpoiut behavior of structure functions is suppressed due lo the 
emission of soft or "wee" partons by charged lines. The endpoint region is thus 
suppressed h. QOD relative to the leading perturbativc contributions. 

The part on model was extended to exclusive processes such as hadron-hadron 
scattering and pholoproduction by ttlankcubeeler. Brodsky. and Guiiion1**' and 
by Landshoff and Polkmghome. r ! It was recognized that independent of specific 
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dy ninnies. Itar]tons muld ifit«*r*i«'l and scalier simply by exchanging their comiwri 
i uiistitii'-iits, These author* showed thai the amplitude due to quark interchange 
lor reiitr."iiiR''iii«iit) could lie written in closed form ELS an overlap of the lighl-
coiie wavcfinif-iiiinK of I he incident and final hadrons. In order to make deiinite 
predictions, model wavefunctioiis wore chosen to reproduce the fall-oir of (he form 
factors obtained from the Drell-Yati formula. Two-body exclusive amplitudes in 
the "constilin'iit interchange! model" then lake the form of "fixed-angle** scaling 
laws 

where tin: power N reflects the power-law fall-off of the clastic form factors of the 
scattered liadrons. The form of the angular dependence J(6tm) reflects the number 
of interchanged quark;;. 

Even though the constituent interchange is model was motivated in part by the 
Drell-Yan endpoint analysis of form factors, many of the predictions and systemat
ic!* of quark interchange remain applicable in the QCD analysis. * A comprehensive 
series of measurements of elastic meson nucleon scattering reactions has recently 
been carried out by Ualler e( a/!'*1 at BNI.. Empirically, the quark interchange 
amplitudes gives a reasonable account of Ihe scaling, angular dependence, and 
relative magnitudes of the various channels. For example, the strong differences 
hetwtttn l\+p and K'p scattering is accounted for by « quark interchange in the 
K*p amplitude. It is inconsistent with gluon exchange as the dominant amplitude 
since this produces equal scattering for the two channels. The dominance of quark 
interchange over gluon exchange is a surprising result which eventually needs to 
be understood in the context of QCD. 

The prediction of fixed angle scaling laws laid the groundwork for the derivation 
of the "dimensional counting rules." As discussed by Farrar and myself in Ref. 41, 
it is natural to assiitiie that at large momentum transfer, an exclusive amplitude 
factoriae as a convolution of hadron wavefundiuiis which couple the hadrons lo 
their quark ronnlittifHils with a hard scattering amplitude 'J'u which scatters the 
quarks from the initial to final direction. Since the hadron wavefmiction is maximal 
when the quarks are nearly collinear with each parent hadron, the targe momentum 
transfer occurs in Tg. The pre-QCD argument went as follows: the d'mension of 
'/*// is [A™-1] where n = nA + iifl + nc + -.ID is the total number of fields entering 
7'/;. In a reiiormalizable theory where the coupling constant is dimcnsionless and 
masses can be neglected at large momentum transfer, all I'oiinecled tree-graphs for 
l)i ^ei\ scale AS [ l / v ^ ] " " 1 a l fixed if a. This immediately gives the dimensional 
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counting law * 

— (.4/3 - CD) ~ —^-T-T-—1. 

In the case of incident or final photons or leptons n = 1. Specializing to elastic 
Icpton-hadroii scattering, this also implies F{Q7) — l/fQ 2 )"""' for the spin av
eraged form factor, where rt// is the number of constituents in hadroti H. These 
results were obtained independently by Matvccv el al*' on the basis of an "auto-
modality" principle, that the underlying constituent interactions arc scale free. 

As we have seen, the dimensional counting scaling laws will generally be mod* 
ified by the accumulation of logarithms from higher loop corrections to the hard 
scattering amplitude T//; the phenomcnological success of the counting rules in 
their simplest form thus implies that the loop corrections be somewhat mild. As 
we have seen, it is the asymptotic freedom property of QCD which in fact makes 
higher order corrections an exponentiation of a log log Q2 series, thus preserving 
the form of the dimensional counting rules modulo only logarithmic corrections. 

S. EXCLUSIVE •)•> REACTIONS 

Two-photon reactions have a number of unique features which are especially 
important for testing QCD. especially in exclusive channels: 

1. Any even charge conjugation hadronic state can be created in the annihila
tion of two photons • an initial state of minimum complexity. Because 77 
annihilation is completev then: are no spectator hadrons to confuse resonance 
analyses. Thus, one has a clean environment for identifying the exotic color-
singlet even (* composites of quarks and glnons \qq > , \gt}>. \gg<f >, \qqg >, 
\qqqq >.... which are expected to be present in the few GeV mass range. 
(Because of mixing, the actual mass rigenst&tcs of QCD may be complicated 
admixtures of the various Fock components.) 

-. The mans and polarization of each or the incident virtual photons can be 
continuously varkxl. allowing highly detailed tests of 1 heo'-y. Because a spin-
one state cannot couple u> lwo ini-shcl) photons, a J = 1 resonance can 
be uiiwiiiHy identified bv the ousel of its production with increasing photon 

I*°f mass. 

•1. Two-photon physics plays an espec ia l ly iniporiant role in probing dynamica l 
mechanisms. In the low m o m e n t u m transfer d o m a i n . -)"j reactions such as 
I lie total annihi lat ion cross section and exclusive vector meson pair produc
tion can fttve important ins ights intu the nature of diffractive reactions in 
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QCD. Photons in QCD couple directly to the quark currents at any reso
lution scale (see Fig. 12). Predictions for high momentum transfer 77 re
actions, including the photon structure functions, F^(x7Q2) and Fl(x,Q2), 
high pr jet product! n, and exclusive channels are thus much more specific 
than corresponding hadron-induced reactions. The pointlike coupling of the 
annihilating photons leads to a host of special features which differ markedly 
with predictions based on vector meson dominance models, 

• • • • tCMM 

Figure IS. Photon-photon annihilation in QCD. The pliutotis couple directly to 
ore or two quark currents, 

4. Inclusive 77 processes provide a window for viewing the wavefuactions of 
hadrotiH in terms of their quark and gluon degrees of freedom. In the case of 
77 Annihilation into hadron pairs, the angular distribution of the production 
cross section directly reflects the shape of the distribution amplitude (valence 
wavefunction) of each liadron. 

Thus far experiment has not been sufficiently precise to measure the logarith
mic modification of dimensional counting rules predicted by QCO. Perturbative 
QCD • .'dictions for 77 exclusive processes at high momentum transfer and high 
invariant pair mass provide some of the most severe tents of the theory.3' A simple, 
but still very important example1*" is the (^-dependence of the reaction 7*7 —• Af 
where M is a pseudoscalar tneson such as the TJ. The invariant amplitude contains 
only one form factor. 

It is easy lo s<*c from power counting at large Q7 that the dominant amplitude 
(in light -cone gauge) gives t'\q{Q~) ~ UQ~ a t t < l »" s t * from diagrams (sec Fig. 
13) which haw the minimum path tarrying Q2: i.*\ diagrams in which there is 
only a single tpiark propagator between the two photons. The coefficient of l/Q~ 
involves only the two-particle qq distribution amplitude $(i,Q), which evolves 
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Figure 13. Calculation oft lie i - n transition form factor in QCD from lite valcncr 
^J *nd 4fqg Foek slate*. 
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Figure 14. (oii»|»annon of TPC/Tl data1"" for the 7 - if and 7 - if transition 
form factors with the QC'D leading iwiut prediction of Ref. 31. The VMD predictions 
arc also shown. See S Yell in. itiis meeting 

logarithmically on Q. Higher particle number F-xk states give higher power-law 
fallolT contributions to the exclusive amplitude. 
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The TIM'/T - ) daU " shown in Tig. H ar<! in striking agreement with the 
predicted QCD power: a fit to the dala gives F^Q1) — {\fQ2)n with » = 1.05 ± 
0.15. Dala for the if from Pluto and the TPC/77 experiments give similar results, 
consistent with scalp-free behavior of the QCD quark propagator and the point 
coupling to the quark current for both the real and virtual photons. In the case 
«I deep inelastic Icpton scattering, the observation of Bjorken scaling tests these 
properties when both photons are virtual. 

The QCU power law prediction, K^C?3) "- l/Q2, is consistent with dimen
sional counting* and also emerges from current algebra arguments (when bath 
photons aw very virtual)," On the other hand, the \/Q2 falloff is also expected 
in vector meson dominance models. The QCD and VDM predictions can be read
ily discriminated by studying 7*7* —* 17. In VMD one expects a product of form 
factors; in QCD the fallen" of the amplitude is still \/Q2 where Q2 is & linear com
bination of Q"\ and Q\> It is clearly very important to test this essential feature of 
QCD. 

Exclusive two-body processes 77 —• HTF at large a = W*^ = (<,, + ^J 2 and 
fixed #?m provide a particularly important laboratory for testing QCD, since the 
large momentum-transfer behavior, helicity structure, and often even the absolute 
normalization can be rigorously predicted. ''" The angular dependence of some 
of the 7-7 —* HH cross sections reflects the shape of the hadron distribution am
plitudes 4>H{X„Q). The 7A7V -*• HTJ amplitude can be written as a factorized 
form 

1 

where 'I\x> is the hard scattering helicity amplitude. To leading order T oc 
a(a9/W^)n and da/lit - W;J2n*2]J\9cm) where rt = 3 (or meson and n = 2 
for baryon pairs. 

Lowest order predictions for pseudo-scalar and vector-meson pairs for each 
helicity amplitude are given in Ref. 31. In each case the helicities of the hadron 
pairs are equal and opposite to leading order in 1/Vf3. The normalization and 
angular dependence of the leading order predictions for 77 annihilation into charged 
meson pairs are almost model independent; i.e. they are insensitive to the precise 
form of the meson distribution amplitude. If the meson distribution amplitudes is 
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symmetric in r and (1 — a -), then the same quantity 

J 0-*) 
a 

controls the .r integration for both F*(Q2) and to high accuracy M(n —* w + * " ) . 
Thus for charged pion pairs one obtains the relation: 

Note that in the case of charged kaon pairs, the asymmetry of the distribution 
amplitude may give a small correction to this relation. 

The scaling behavior, angular behavior, and normalization of the 77 exclusive 
pair production reactions are nontrivial predictions of QCD. Recent Mark II meson 
pair data and PEP4/PEP9 data 1"' for separated TT+JT- and K+K~ production ill 
the range 1.6 < H r

T 1 < 3.2 GeV near 90° are in satisfactory agreement with the 
normalization and energy dependence predicted by QCD (see Fig. 15). In the case 
of TrV production, the cos 0fm dependence of the cross section can be inverted to 
determine the ^-dependence of the pion distribution amplitude. 

The wavefuiiclion of hadrons containing light and heavy quarks such as the K, 
D-mesou are likely to be asymmetric due to the disparity of the quark masses. In 
a gauge theory one expects that the wavefunction is maximum when the quarks 
have zero relative velocity; this corresponds to ?t ex »I,J_ where m\ = k± -\-rn-. An 
explicit model for the skewing of the meson distribution amplitudes based on QCD 
sum rules is given by lienyayouii and Chernyak." These authors also apply their 
model to two photon exclusive processus such as 77 —» A' + /\'~ and obtain some 
modification compared to the strictly symmetric distribution amplitudes If the 
same conventions air used lo label the quark lines, the calculations of Munyayouil 
and Chemyali are in complete agreement with those of Uef 31. 

The oiif-loop corrections to the hard scattering amplitude for meson pairs have 
been calculated by Nmc. Tin- QCD predictions for mesons containing admixtures 
of the \nfi) Fork state itt given by Atkinson. Sucher. and Tsokos. 

The perturbalivr QC1) analysis has been extended to baryou-pair production 
in comprehensive analyses by Farrar et a/!*"' and by Gun ion et o/!™1 Predictions 
are given [or the "sideways" Com p ton process 77 —* pp, AA pair production, 
and the entire drruplrt set of haryon pair states. The arduous calculation of 280 
77 -+ WiW¥ diagrams in 7"// required for calculating 77 —* 25 is gn-ally simplified 
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Figure 15. Comparison of -^ — *+*- and yy — I<+1\~ m<ieon paif jHodticiiou 
daU will) Llir ptiramcic'-fW periurlmiivc QCD prediction or Iter, .11. The ihwry 
[•reditu Llic normalisation and scaling or Die cross sections ' IV iUt» en 1 front lli<; 
TPC/y> colfeboniHM.M 

by using two-component spinor techniques. The doubly charged A pair is predicted 
to have a fairly small normalization. Experimentally such resonance pairs may be 
difficult to identify under Ok- continuum background. 

Tim normalization and angular distribution of the QCD predictions for proton-
antiprotoii production shown in Fig. 16 depend in detail on the forth of tin* nucleoli 
distribution amplitude, and thus provide severe tests of the mode) form derived by 
Chexiiyak, OgJoblin, and Zhitnitsky from QCD sum rules. 

Ait important check of tin* QCD predii tions ran be obtained by combining data 
from 'it -» pp and the annihilation reaction, pp -*• yy, with large angle Oomptoii 
scattering •>» -»•)/•. The available data8"' for large angle Complon scattering (*ee 
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KiguM' 16 IVtturlmiiw QC'D predictions by Fairer and Zhang for the caa(0«ii) 
dependence of ik* -,-> — pji crass wttion awuming the King-S»thraj<la (KS), Ch«ny«V, 
Oglol.lin, and Zfcitniuky (CO'/) M , »mi original Chernyak and Zhitniuky (CZ)W forms 
for the proton dimriliution amplitude, PP(r,, Q). 
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.17) . for 5 (itV2 < s < 10 (JrV2 are consistent with the dimensional counting 
ruling prediction, Jdafdt - / ( 0 r m ) . In general, comparisons between channels 

related by crossing of the Mandelstam variables place a severe constraint on the 
angular dependence ant! analytic form of Uic underlying QCD exclusive amplitude. 
l''urtlicrmore in jip collisions one can study timelike photon production into e + c" 
and examine the virtual photon mass dependence of the Compton amplitude. Pre
dictions for the q2 dependence of the pp —* ff amplitude can be obtained by 
crossing the results of Gunion and Millers!4 
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Figure 17. Twl of dimensional nwniing for Cbmpton scattering Tor 2 < £? d i < 
« C e V . M 

The region of applicability of the leading power-law predictions for 77 —• pj5 
requires that one be beyond resonance or threshold effects. It presumably id Bet 
by the scale where QAGM\Q2) « roughly constant, i.e. Q2 > 3 Gc\'2. Present 
measurements may thus be loo close to threshold for meaningful tests. It should 
be noted that unlike the cast; for charged meson pair production, the QCD predic
tions for baryons are sensitive to the farm of the running coupling constant and 
the endpoint behavior of the wavefunctions. 

The QCD predictions for 77 - t HIT can be extended to the case of one or two 
virtual photons, for measurements in which one or both electrons are tagged. Be* 
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cause of the direct coupling of the photons in the quarks, the Q\ and Q\ dependence 
of the 77 —* HV amplitude for transversely polarized photons is minimal at IV2 

large and fixed Ccm< since the off-shell quark and gluon propagators in 7// already 
transfer hard momenta; i.e. the 27 coupling is effectively local for Qj, Q\ <K p\-. 
The 7*7* —> ~HB and M~M amplitudes for off-shell photons have been calculated 
liy Millers and 0union. In each case, the prediction!* show strong m-nsilivity to 
the form of the respective baryon and meson distribution amplitudes. 

We also note that photon-photon collisions provide a way to measure the run
ning coupling constant in an exclusive channel, independent of the form of hadronic 
distribution amplitudes.' The photon-meson transition f<rn> factors F-,-*M(Q2), 
M = *°,n t t, / , etc.v are measurable in tagged er/ -* e'M reactions. QCD predicts 

*.(<?') = 
** Q2\Fr,(Q*)\2 

where to leading order the pion distribution amplitude enters both numerator and 
denominator in the same manner. 

The complete calculations of the tree-graph structure (sec Figs. 18, 19, 20) of 
both 7i -* MM and 77 —* B*E amplitudes lias now been completed. One can use 
crossing U> compute Tu for pp ~* 77 to leading order in Q*(pf) from the calcula
tions reported by Farrar, Maina and Neri1"1 and Gunion and Millers!"*' Examples 
of the predicted angular distributions arc shown in Figs. 21 and 22. 

* . A - , 

1-* 

. 'I 

IF 

Figurr 18 Application of QCD u> two-photon production of itinwn p«im 
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Figure 19. Ncxt-to-tcading pcrUtrbttivc contribution to T« for tbc proccaa 
M~Kf. The calculation IIM been done by Nixie.*"* 

«H1 ^sHIxf f i 

Figure 20. Leading diagram* for •)+">— p + p tabulated in IW 
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Figure '1\ QL'll |trt-ilif-iion for tin- MAling .md angular distribution for T+") -> p+p 
calmlatccl by Farrar r I a/!*" Ti»r> tinslicd-dot airve corresponds to 4A 1/* = O.0OI0 and 
n maximum miming coupling connlnitt a'j"* = 0.8. Tlic solid rwrw corresponds lo 
4A ?/* = 0.016 ami a maximum running coupling conaliuiL n™" = 0.5. llic dashed 
cutw rorit^sndB to « fisrd r», = 0.3. Ttir reaultH are very semi live lo llic endpoinl 
IvKnviot of tin- proton tlistriKiitioa «iitfititu4«- The CK form w awumed. 

9. ExrU'SIVK NUM.KAH REACTIONS RKIMKJBP AMPLITUDES 

Tin* nucleus is i I sell an interesting QCD structure. Al short distance's nuclear 
wavefunrtions and nuclear interaction., necessarily involvp hidden calor% degrees 
of freedom orthogonal lo llir channels described by llir usual nucleoli or isobar 
degrees of freedom. At asymptotic momentum transfer, the deulcron form factor 
awl distribution Amplitude arc rigorously calculable, One can also derive new types 
of testable scaling laws for exclusive nuclear amplitudes in terms of the reduced 
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Figure 22. QCD prediction Tor the sealing and angular distribution for 7+1 -»f+p 
calculated by Gunioti, Sparks and Millers.1"' CZ distribution amplitudes are assumed. 
The solid and runiiitig curves arc Tor teal photon annihilation. The dashed and dot-
daslicd curves correspond to one photon space-like, with Q\h = 0.1. 

amplitude formalism. 

An ultimate goal of QCD phenomenology is to describe the nuclear force and 
the structure of nuclei in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom. Explicit 
signals of QCD in nuclei have been elusive, in part because of the fact that an 
eiTec" >'c Lagrangiati containing meson and nuclcon degrees of freedom must be in 
some 31'itse equivalent to QCD if one is limited to low-energy probes. On the other 
hand, an effective local field theory of nucleoli and meson fields cannot correctly 
describe the observed off-shell falloff of form factors, vertex amplitudes, Z-graph 
diagrams, etc. because liadron coinpositencss is not taken into account. 

We have already mentioned the prediction Fj{Q2) — 1/Q 1 0 which comes from 
simple quark counting rules, as well as perturbative QCD. One cannot expect this 
asymptotic prediction to become accurate until very large Q~ is reached since the 
momentum transfix has to be shared by at least six constituents. However there is 
a simple way to isolate the QCD physics due to the compositeness of the nucleus, 
not the uLcleons. The deuteron form factor is the probability amplitude for the 
deutcron to scatter from p to p + q but remain intact. Note that for vanishing 
nuclear binding energy t j —* 0, the deutcron can be regarded as two nucleons 
sharing the deuteroii four-momentum (sec Fig. 23). The momentum ( is limited 
by the binding and can thus be neglected. To first approximation the proton and 
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neutron share the deuteroirs momentum equally. Since the dculeron form factor 
contains the probability amplitudes fur 1.1K- proton and neutron to scatter from p{2 
to p/2 + i//2; it is natural to define the reduced deuteron form factor 

MQ-) - UQ2) 

MS) **(*)" 
Tiie effect of nucleoli compositeur*! \* removed from the reduced form factor. QCI) 
then predicts the staling 

Q2 MQ2)~7v 

t,c. the Maine scaling law «LS H unison form factor. Diagrammatically, the ex 
tra power of I (Qi comes from tlie propagator of the struck quark line, the our 
propagator not contained in the nuclcon form factors. Because of hadron helitily 
conservation, tin* prediction is for the leading helicity-conserving deuteron form 
factor (A = A' = 0 ) As .shown in Fig. 2-1. this scaling is consistent, with experiment 

P+q*p' 

5 4 4 6 A 1 0 

I- iRurc 23 Application of In*" rcduntl amplitude formalism lo ihr deutcrati form 
farror M Inr^r nuimr-utuiu transfer 
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The distinction between the QCD and other treatment!! of nuclear amplitudes 
is |>articularly clear in the reaction fd —» np; i.e. pbolodisintcgration of the 
rieutcron at fixed center of mass angle, listing dimensional counting, the leading 
power-law prediction from QCD is simply j^hd —• np) — £, FiOcm)- Again we 
note that the virtual momenta are partitioned among many quarks and gluons, 90 
that finite mass corrections will be significant al low to medium energies. Never
theless, one cat; test- the basic QCD dynamics in these Tea;'.ions taking into account 
much of tlir finite-mass, highcr-twiai corrections by using the "reduced amplitude" 
formalism. '*' Thus the photodisintcgration amplitude contains the probability 
amplitude (i.e. nucleon form factors) for the proton and neutron to each remain 
intact after absorbing momentum transfers pp- 1/2/y and pn - 1/2pj, respectively 
(sot; Fig. 25). After the form factors are removed, the remaining "reduced" ampli
tude should scale as /""(ScnO/pr- The single inverse power of transverse momentum 
W is the slowest conceivable in any theory, but it is the unique power predicted 
by PQCD. 

x 

H 2,0 

0 J - - - J - -•-
iA*i00MeV 

Figure 24. Scaling of t V deutcrott fedueed form factor. The ilala are nuiiimafixcd 
in Rrf 90. 

The prediction thai /(0Cm) is energy dependent at high-momentum transfer is 
compared with experiment in Fig. 26. It is particularly striking to see the QCD 
prediction verified at incident photon lab energies as low as 1 GeV. A comparison 
with a standard nuclear physics model with exchange currents is also shown for 
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Figur? 25. OoimlTHftion of the reduced nuclear amt>ltt(i<tc for two-body inelastic 
ilnuleron reartions'"' 

comparison as the solid curve in Fig. 26(a). The fad that this prediction rails less 
fast than the data suggests thai meson and nucleoli compositeurs are not taken 
to into account correctly. An extension of these data to other angles and higher 
energy would clearly be very valuable. 

An important question is whether the normalization of the -yd —• pn amplitude 
is correctly predicted by perturbative QCD. A recent analysis by Kujita1™ shows 
that mass corrections to the leading QOD prediction arc not significant in the 
region in which the data show scaling. However Fujita also finds that in a model 
based on simple one-gluon plus quark-interchange mechanism, normalized to the 
nucleoli-nucleoli scattering amplitude, gives a photo-disintegration amplitude with 
a normalization an order of magnitude below the data. However this model only 
nltmvK for diagrams in which the photon insertion p.cts only on the quark lines 
which couple to the exchanged gltion, It is expected that including other diagrams 
in which the photon couples to the current of the other four quarks will increase 
the photo-disintegration amplitude by a large factor. 

The derivation of the evolution equation for the deuteron and other multi-
quark states is given in Refs. !r7 and 91. In the case or the deuteron, the evolution 
equation couples five different color singlet states composed of the six quarks. 
The leading anomalous dimension for the deuteron distribution amplitude and the 
hclicily-coiiiiorviiig deuteron form factor al asymptotic Q2 is given in Hef. 97. 

There are a number of related tests of QCD and reduced amplitudes which 
require p beams such as pd —> in and pd -» r - u in the fixed 0cm region. 
These react iuus are particularly interesting tests of QCD in nuclei. Dimensional 
counting rules predict the asymptotic behavior ^ {pd -* JT~p) — r^m /[ft^m) 
since there are 14 initial and final quanta involvtd. Again one notes that the 
fxi -> v~p amplitude contains a factor representing ihe probability amplitude (i.e. 
form factor) for the proton to remain intact after absorbing momentum transfer 
squared I = (p- J/2pdl 2 and the 7/N time-like form factor at s = (jt+1 /2p*)2. Thus-
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tigun1 '26 Comparison of deul«ron photoduintcgration data with the aemling 
prediction winch requires /J(<7,m) to he at most logarithmically dependent on energy at 
large mamciiuun transfer. Tin data in (a) ar« from the recent experiment of Ref. 93. 
Thn mirlnar pliynica prediction shown in (a) is from Rcf. 94. The-data in (b) are from 
Rrf. W. 

A4JH—*-|i *̂* /^ifffO ^uv(i) A^r, where M, has the same QCD scaling properties 
an quark meson scattering. One thus predicts 

The reduced amplitude scaling Tor fd —* pn &t large angles and pr £ 1 GeV 
(sec Fig, 26). One thus expects similar precocious scaling behavior to hold for 
Jul -* -x~p and other pd exclusive reduced amplitudes. Recent analyses by Kan-
dralyuk mid Sapoxltiukov "' show that standard unclear physics wavefunetiona and 
interactions cannot explain the magnitude of the data for two-body anti-proton an
nihilation reactions such asfd-* it"p. 
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10. A T K S T <>I O O I . O H THANSI>ARI :NCY 

A s inking feature of I lie- Q t 'D description ot exclusive processes is "color trans-
pamiicy:""riip only part of the hadronic wavefunetiou llial scatters at large motneti-
turn transfer is its valence Fock state where the quarks are at small relative iut[>art 
separation. Such a (lucuialion has a small color-dipole moment and thus has negli
gible interactions with oilier hadrons. Since such a stale slay» small over a distance 
proportional to its energy, t ins implies that quasi-elastic hadron-nucleoii sca t t e r ng 
at large moment tun Iratisfer as illustrated in Fig. 27 can occur additively on all 
>f the nuclcoiis in a nucleus with minim tl al temiation due to elastic or inelastic 

iinat s ta i r interactions in the nucleus, t.e. the nucleus becomes "transparent." By 
contrast, in conventional Glauber scattering, one predicts strong, i.early energy-
tndcpendeiii initial and final s tate attenuation, A detailed discussion of Llie l ime 
and energy scales required for the validity of the PQCI) prediction is given in by 
Farrar rt nl. r.ud Mueller in Rc f . 14. 

t'ipurr "iT Qu.isi cldslir /J;> ^rnttenug inwdr n miclrnr target Normally our rx-
pwts such |»rocessi*}, in he at It'iiuahvl by elaslir nuit inelastic' mtcrnrliotiK of tlir incident 
proton .11 nl 11n- fiiml Male imerachoti of I lie scattered prntnu Perltirliative CJC'D pre
dict* minima] aiiemint. n. i r, "rotor transparency.' at larjy momentum IrnutilW " 

A recent experiment at UNI. measuring quasi - clast ic ftp * }>j> scattering at 
0LTH = 90° in various nuclei appears to conlinn llie color transparency prediction -
at least for }it,lh up to 10 ( i eY /c (see Fig. 28). Descriptions of elastic scattering 
which involve *ofi hadroitit wavefuni lions cannot account for the data. However, 
at higher energies, pM ~- 1'J C r V / r . normal at tenuation is observed in the UNI. 
experiment. Thir* is the same kinematical region / i r i n "- r) (.ieV where the large 
spin correlation in Ays "re observed I""1 I shall argue thai both features may 
he signaling new >-channel physics associated with the onset of charmed liailron 
production, Cleiirl). much more testing of the color transparency phenomena is 
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required, particularly in <;uasi-e|a.siic ieplon-proton scattering, Campion scatter
ing, aiiliprolon-piolon scattering, etc. The cleanest test of the I'QCD prediction 
is Lo check for minimal aUemiaLion in large momentum transfer lepton-proton 
scattering in nuclei since there are no complications from pinch singularities or 
refinance interference effects. 
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Figure 28 Measim-UK'Hts of the I raiiHparnncy ratio 

n<;ar 90° on Aluminum "(.'oiimiLioiial theory predicts that T should hn small and 
mughly constant in energy. IN^tnrhativfi QCD " picdicl» a mouolonic rise lt> T = 1. 

One can also understand the origin of color transparency as a consequence of 
the PQCl) prediction thai soft initial-state corrections to reactions such a.s yip ~* ft 
are suppressed at high leplon pair mass. This is a remarkable consequence of gauge 
theory and is quite contrary to normal treatments of initial interactions based on 
Glauber theory. This novel elFeet can be studied in quasielastic pA —*(( [A - \) 
reaction, in which there are no extra liadrons produced and tin* produced leptons 
are roplanar with the beam, (The nucleus {A- 1) can be left excited). Since PQC1) 
predicts the absence of initial-state elastic and inelastic interactions, the number of 
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such rvnit' should U- Mncth additive in the uiiniUi '/. of |uotoio> in llir nucleus, 
every prolan \u (he nucleus i> equally available foi sli*».l distance annihilation. In 
traditional < Haulier theory only the surface protons r ,IM pitrlicipale because i»f I lie 
strung absorption of the Ji as it traverses (lie nucleus. 

The above description is the ideal result for Im'ge A. tjC'D predicts thai ad-
ditivity is approached monotonieally with increasing energy, rorresponding to two 
effects: a) lit*1 effective transverse size of the p wavcrniirlioii is b± — 1/\A- a r i t ' 
h) the formation lime for the j* i* sufficiently long, siuii thai the Fork state slays 
small during transit of the mirleus. 

Tlte color transparency phenomena is also important to lest in purely hadionir 
qiiasivxclusivr-iuitiprolon-nuclrar reactions. For large pf one predicts 

prA 

where Gp/A(y) is the probability distribution to find the proton in the nucleus with 
light-cone momentum fraction y = (pn + pi)/{p^i + p*n)< and 

^rp,'^"'^{^) Jltm9™> 
The distribution (ifl- ,i,y) can als<i .,•• measured in t A - rp[A - 1) quasirxdusiivc 
reactions. A remarkable feature of the above prediction is that iherc aic no cor
rections required from initial-Mate absorption of the J! a* it traverses the nucleus, 
nor final state interact ions of tile outgoing pions. Again the basic point is that 
the only patt of hadron wavefimctions which is involved in the large pj reaction is 
L'Wl^j. "* 0\\lpxx\. t.r. the amplitude where a]] the valence quarks are at small 
relative rtipaet parameter. These configurations correspond lo small color singlet 
stales whu h. because of colui < aw citations, have negligible hadronic iiuera'lioii:-
in the target. MeaMiretueuts of these reactions thus test a fundamental feature of 
tl- • Fork stale description of lar^r p\ exclusive reactions. 

Another interesting feal ure which can be probed in such reactions is thebehav-
ioi of (ipjAipi for y welt away from the Fermi distribution peak at y ~ msfM.x-
For y -* ! spectator connling rules1'"1 predict GpfA(y) - 11-#)-*'"' = [] - J f ) M - T 

when' .V, «• 3| A - 1; is the number of quark spectators required to "stop" (y, —• 0| 
as y —> 1. This siitipU.- formula ha-s been tguite successful in accounting for distribu
tions measured in the forward fragmentation of nuclei at the BEVALAC,1"1 Color 
transparency can also be studied by measuring quasicxclusive J/v production by 
anti-protons in a nuclear target pA —* J/v{.4 — 1) where the nucleus is left in a 
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ground ur cxftlH statf. but exira hadrous are not created <st-r Fig, 29). The crojts 
section involve a convolution of the pp —*• Jjw stibprorcw* cross sort ion with 'lie 
distribution (Ip/^iy) where y = {jf + p'j/tpj + p3

A) is the boost-invariant light-
j-*m-n fraction for protons in tin- uuclrus. This distribution can be determined from 
ipia&iexclnsivr lepton nucleoli scattering (A —* tp[A — \), 

Figure 'J9 Schematic representation of qnaiielastic chautionium produrtion in pA 
reartinnft. 

In first approximation pp — Jjv involves qq<\ + qqq annihilation into three 
charmed quarks. The transvrrsr momentum integral ions are controlled by the 
charm mass scale and thus only ihf Fock state of tiif incident antiproton which 
contains thro* antiquarks at small impact separation can annihilate. Again it fol
lows thai this state has a relatively small color dipok moment, and thus it should 
have a longer than usual mean-free path in nuclear matter: i.e. color transparency. 
I'nlikc traditional expectations. Qf*D predicts that the pp annihilation into char-
inoniuin is not restricted to the front surface of the nucleus. The exact nuclear 
dependence depends on the formation time for the physical p to couple to the 
small qqq configuration, r/- x Ep. It may be possible to study the effect of finite 
formation time by varying the beam energy. Ep. and using the Fermi-motion of 
the nucleon to slay at the Jjv resonance. Since the J/v is produced at nonrel-
ativiatic velocities in this low energy experiment, it is formed inside the nucleus. 
The /('dependence of the quasiexclusive reaction can thus be used to determine 
the J/f-nucleon CMMIS sectic- at low energies. For a normal hadronic reaction 
pA —» HX, we expect Aeff -* -4 1 ' 3 . corresponding to absorption in the initial and 
final stale. In the case of pA — J/v.- A' one expects AK$ much closer to A1 if color 
transparency is fully effective and <t[Jj$ S) is small. 
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11. SPIN CORRELATIONS IN PROTON-PROTON SCATTERING 

One of the most serious challenges to quantum chromodynamics is the behavior 
of the spin-spin correlation asymmetry A^N = kj*jjK+Jgjj jjl measured in large 
momentum transfer pp clastic scattering (see F! j . 30). At p(a(, = 11.75 GeV/c and 
0cm s= »/2, ANN rises to ~ 60%, corresponding to four times inure probability for 
protons to scatter with their incident spins both normal to the scattering plane 
and parallel, rather than normal and opposite. 

The polarized cross section shows a striking energy and angular dependence 
not exported from the slowly-changing perturbattve QCD predictions. However, 
the unpolarized data is in first approximation consistent with the fixed angle scal
ing law si0<iafdt(pp —> pp) = J{0CAI ^ exported from the pcrlurbative analysis (see 
Tig. 9). The onset of iiev; structure "" at s Ci 23 GeV is a sign of new degree* of 
freedom in the two baryon system. In this section, I will discuss a possible expla
nation ""' for (1) the observed spin correlations. (2) the deviations from fixed-angle 
scaling laws, and (H) the anomalous energy dependence of absorptive corrections 
to quasielaslir pp scattering in nuclear targets, in terms of a simple model based on 
two J = /. = S = 1 broad resonances (or threshold enhancement!!) interfering with 
a perttirbative QCD quark-interchange background amplitude. The structures in 
the pp ~-> pj> amplitude may be associated with the onset of strange and charmed 
thresholds. The fact thai llie produced quark and :.nti-quark have opposite parity 
explains why the /. = 1 channel is involved. If the charm threshold explanation is 
correct, large angle pp elastic scattering would have been virtually featureless for 
Piab i ^ ('eV/c, had it not been for the onset of heavy flavor production. As a 
further illustration of the threshold effect, one can see the effect in Aj/jv duo to a 
narrow ' /- j pj» resonance at y/s = '2.11 CleV {piat, = 1.26 fI«*V/«') associated with 
the f»A threshold. 

The perturbative QCD analysis'3' of exclusive amp lit tides assumes that large 
inoinniiiiiii transfer exclusive scattering reactions arc controlled by short distance 
qiiark-gluoii subproresses. find I hat corrections from quark masses and intrinsic 
transverse momenta can be ignored. The main predictions are fixed-angle scaling 
laws [with small correri ions Hue to evolution of the distribution amplitudes, the 
running coupling constant, and pinch singularities), hadrou hclicity conservation,9 

and the novel phenomenon, "color transparency." 
As discussed in Section 'X a test of color transparency in large momentum 

transfer quasielastk pp scattering at 0 r n , =: ir/2 has recently been carried out at 
BNL using several imclciir targets (('. Al. P1>)JM| The attenuation at pM - 10 
CJeV/c in the various nuclei)r target.* was observed to be ill fact much loss than that 
predicted by traditional (Haulier theory (-see Fig. 28), This appears to support the 
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figure 30. The Hpi(i'»pin correlation ANN for elastic jm scattering with beam and 
target proLona polarized normal to the scaUcrinj( iiUiie.'* A^-.- = (*9% implies lliat 
it w four times more probable For llir protons to scatter with spins parallel rather than 
antiparallcl. 

color transparency prediction. 
The exportation from prrlut'balive QCIJ i» lliftt the transparency eflivl sliould 

become even more apparent w the momentum traiisffr rises. Nevertheless, at 
Plab = 12 GeV/r, minnal attenuation was observed. One can explain this surprising 
result if the scattering at ptall ~ 12 GcV/r (v^ = 4.93 GeV). is dominated hy 
an & channel B=2 resonance (or resonance-like strurluie) with mass near 5 GeV, 
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since unlike a hard-scattering reaction, a resonance couplrs tu the fully-interacting 
largo-scale structure of the proton. If the resonance has spin S = \. this can also 
explain the large spin correlation As$ measured nearly at the same momentum. 
;>;„(, = 11.7.1 GcXfr. Conversely, ill the momentum range j)Jall = 5 Lo 10 GeV/f 
one predicts that the perturbative hard-scattering amplitude is dominant at large 
angles. The ex|ierinuiilal nbservation of diminished attenuation at p^f, = 10 GeV/c 
thus provides support for the QCD description of exclusive reactions and color 
transparency. 

What could can > a renonaiice at >/> = 5 GeV, more than 3 GeV beyond the 
pp threshold? Tin-re are a number of possibilities: (a) a multigluonic excitation 
such as \qqqqqqggg). (b) a "hidden color" color singlet \qqqqqq) excitation!"**1 or 
(c) a "hidden flavor1' \qqqqqqQQ) excitation, which is the most interesting pos
sibility, since ii naturally explains the spin-parity of Lhe resonance or threshold 
enhancement, and it leads to many testable consequences. 

As in QED. where final state interactions give large enhancement factors for 
attractive channels in which Za/vTtf is large, one expects resonances or threshold 
enhancements in QCI) in color-singlet channels at heavy quark production thresh
olds since all the produced quarks have similar velocities.10*1 One thus can expect 
resonant behavior at St* = 2.55 GeV and A/* = 5,08 GeV, corresponding to tlie 
threshold values for open strangeness: pp —* A A'+/>, and open charm: pp —» A cD up, 
respectively. In any case, the structure at 5 GeV is highly inelastic: its branching 
ratio to the proton-proton channel is BW — 1.5%. 

A model for this phenomenon is given in Re.f. 101. In order not to over 
complicate the phenomenology: the simplest Hreit-Wigncr parameterization of the 
resonances was used. There has not been an attempt to optimize the parameters 
of the model to obtain a best fit. It is possible that what is identified a single 
resonance is actually a cluster of resonances. 

The background component of the model is the perturbative QCI) amplitude, 
Although nmiplete calculations are not yet available, many features of the QCD 
predictions are understood, including the approximate s~* scaling of the pp-* pp 
amplitude at fix«*d 0c, and the dominance of those amplitudes that conserve hadron 
helitity. Furthermore, recent data comparing different exclusive two-hody scat
tering channels from I3NL * show that quark interchange amplitudes'1"1 dominate 
quark annihilation or gluon exchange contributions. Assuming the usual symme
tries, there are five independent pp helicity amplitudes: <S>\ = M[++, + + ) , <fo — 
M[—,++). oj = A / ( + - , + _ ) . <i,4 - j » / ( - + , + _ ] 1 0 8 = M(++,+-). The h«-
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linty amplitudes for tpiark int. rchangc have a definite relationship:'1'" 

*i(PQCI)] = ^.id'QC'IJ] = -2^(PQ(;[)) 

= inCFU)Ftu)l^^± +1« ~> f)K* . 

The." hadron hclicity non-conserving amplitudes, ^a(PQCD) and 4$(PQCD) arc 
xero. This form is consistent with the nominal power-law dependence predicted by 
pcr»urbative QCD and also gives a good representation of the angular distribution 
o.'er u broad range of energies.'" Here F(t) is the hclicity conserving proton 
form factor, taken as the standard dipole form: F(t) = (1 - t(m\)~2, with m\ = 
(1.71 GeV2. As shown in Ref. 51, the PQCP-quark-interchange structure alone 
predicts Ajtft ~ 1/3, nearly independent of energy and angle. 

Because of the rapid fixed-angle s~* falloff of the pcrturbative QCD amplitude, 
even a very weakly-coupled resonance can have a sizeable effect at large momentum 
transfer. The large empirical values for J4JVJV suggest a resonant pp —* pp amplitude 
with J s t = 5 = I since this gives Ajyjv = 1 (in absence of background) and a 
smooth angular distribution. Because of the Pauli principle, an S ~ 1 di-proton 
resonances must have odd parity and thus odd orbital angular momentum. The 
the two non-zero helicity amplitudes for a J = L = S — 1 resonance can be 
parameterized in Breit -Wigner form: 

^(resonance) = 12* d'jtAm) . . . 2 • JT: , 
Pen, M* - Een - kl 

^(resonance) = -Uw^-dlx ,[0cai) 3 — . 
/'cm i W * - £ e m - $ r 

(The 3F$ resonance amplitudes have the same form with d\x { replacing dl

±ll.) 
A* in the case of a narrow resonance like the 2 \ the partial width into nucleon 
pairs is proportional to the square of the time-like proton form factor: IWfAj/r — 
BW\F{$)\2/\F(M'2)|2

( corresponding to the formation of two protons at this in
variant energy. The resonant amplitudes then die away hy one inverse power of 
(Eem - M*) relative to the dominant PQCD amplitudes. (In this sense, they arc 
higher twist contributions relative to the leading twist perturbative QCD ampli-
tuHcs.) The model is thus very simple: each pp helicity amplitude <t>, is the coherent 
sum of PQCD plus resonance components: <t> = <t(PQCD) + £#(resonancc). Be
cause of pinch singularities and higher-order corrections, the hard QCD amplitudes 
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arc expected to have a nontrivial phase;" the model allows for a constant phase 6 
in ^(PQCD). Because of the absence of the & lielicity-flip amplitude, the model 
predicts zero single spin asymmetry Atf. This is consistent with the large angle 
data at Put, • 11.75 GeV/c!""' 

At low transverse momentum, pr < 1.5 GeV. the power-law fall-off of ^(PQCD) 
in s disagrees with the more slowly falling large-angle data, and one lias little guid
ance from basic theory. The main interest in this low-energy region is to illustrate 
the effects of resonances and threshold effects on ANN- '" order to keep the model 
tradable^ one can extend the background quark interchange and the resonance 
amplitudes at low energies using the same forms as above but replacing the dipoie 
form factor by a phenomenological form F(t) <x e-1/2**^*'. A kinematic factor of 
\A/3pcm is included in the background amplitude. The value j9 =* 0.85 GeV~* then 
gives a good fit to dcjdt at 0cm = *V2 for />i„i < 5.5 GeV/c!' The normalizations 
arc chosen to maintain continuity of the amplitudes. 

The predictions of the model and comparison with experiment are shown in 
Figs. 31-36, The following parameters are chosen: C = 2.9 x ID5, 5 — - I for 
the normalization and phase of tf(PQCD). The mass, width and pp branching 
ratio for the three resonances are M* = '2.17 GeV, Vj = 0.04 GeV, Bpf = 1; 
M; = 2.55 GeV, T, = l.fi GeV. BV = 0.65; and M; = 5.08 GeV, T, = 
1.0 GeV, Bf ts 0.0155, respectively. As shown in Figs. 31 and 32, the deviations 
from the simple scaling predicted by the PQCD amplitudes are readily accounted 
for by I lie resonance structures. The cusp which appears in Fig. 32 marks the 
change in regime below p(af, = 5,5 GeV/r where PQCT) becomes inapplicable. It 
ifi interesting to note that in this energy region norma] attenuation of quasielastic 
pp scattering is observed. The angular distribution (normalised to the data 
at 6KXa = Ttj'l) is predicted to broaden relative to the steeper perturbalive QC'D 
form, when the resonance dominates. As shown in Pig. 33 this is consistent with 
experiment, com paring data at ;J/B(, = 7.1 and 12.1 GeV/c. 

The most striking test of the model is its prediction for the spin correlation 
ANN shown in Fig. 34. The rise of ANN to =: 60% at pw = 11,75 GeV/c is 
correctly reproduced by the Itigh energy J=l resonance interfering with 0(PQCD). 
The narrow peak which appears in the data of Fig. 34 corresponds to the onset of 
the pp —* pA( 1232) channel which can be interpreted as a uuuuddqij resonant state. 
Because of spin-color statistics out* expects in this rase a higher orbital momentum 
slate, such as a pp 3>3 resonance. The model is also consistent with the recent 
high-energy data point for Ass at PUb = 1S.5 OcV/c and pf = 4.7 GeV* (see Fig. 
35). The data show a dramatir decrease of A,\s to a-ro or negative values. This is 
explained in the model by the destructive interference effects above the resonance 
region. The same effect accounts for the depression of ANN for VM ** •> GeV/c 
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Figure 32. Ratio of 4v/dt(pp — pp) at 6rm - t}2 to tht ]>Q<;D prediction. T1IP 
data " are from Akerlof et at. (open triangle*), Allaby et *l. (solid dots) and Cocconi 
ft at. (open square). The cusp at pjei = 5.5 G« V/c indicated th« change of regime from 
PQCD. 

shown in Fig. 34. Tlie comparison of the angular dependence of A^^ with data 
at Mufc = 11-75 (JeV/c is shown in Fig. 36- The agreement with the data'"" for 
the longitudinal spin correlation AIL at the same pjtt̂  is samrwhat wurw. 

The simple model discussed here shows that many features can \n- naturally 
explained with only a few ingredients: a perLorbiitive QC'D background plus res
onant amplitudes asKOciated with rapid changes of the inelastic pp cross section. 
The model provides a. good description of the * and t dependence of the differential 
cross section, i winding its "oscillatory*" dependence '" in s at fixed 0tm. and the 
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Figure 34. ANN *• a function of pw at fU, = x/2. The data 1 1' 4 are from Crotbie 
it MI. (solid dots), Lin ei af. (open squares) and Bhatia et af. (open triangles). The peak 
at put = 1.26 GeV/c corresponds to the pA threshold. The data are well reproduced 
by the interference of the broad remnant structures at the strange (put s 2.35 GeV/c) 
and chum (pj.» = 12-8 GeV/c) thresholds, interfering with a PQCD background. The 
value of ANN from PQCD alone n 1/3-

broadening of the angular distribution near the resonances. Most important, it 
given a consistent explanation for the striking behavior of both the spin-spin cor
relations and the anomalous energy dependence of the attenuation of quasieiastic 
pp scattering in nuclei. It is predicted that color transparency should reappear 
at higher energies (pj - f t > 16 GeV/c), and also at smaller angles (0Cm * 60°) at 
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Figure 36. Attn " a function of tnrawene momentum. The data""* are from 
Crabb <t *L (open circles) and O'Fallon et *I. (open aquwes). Diffraclive contributions 
should be included for p$> < 3 GeV3. 

p w = 12 GeV/c where the perturbattve QCD amplitude dominates. If the J—1 
resonance structures in ANN are indeed associated with heavy quark degrees of 
freedom, then the mode) predicts inelastic pp cross sections of the order of 1 mb 
and 1/ib for the production of strange and channed hadrons near their respective 
thresholds!'"' Thus a crucial test of the heavy quark hypothesis for explaining 
ANN, rather than hidden color or gtuonic excitations, is the observation of signifi
cant charm hadron production at pf„i > 12 GeV/c. 

Recently Ralston and Pire'1*' have proposed that the oscillations of the pp elas-
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tic cross section and the apparent breakdown of color iramuuirairy are associated 
with the dominance of thr Landshoff pinch contributions at y/s *« & (VeV. The 
oscillating behavior of dcr/dt is due to the energy dependence of the relative phase 
betvecn the pinch and hard-scattering contributions. They assume color trans
parency will disappear whenever the pinch contributions arc dominant since such 
contributions could couple to wavefunctions »f large transverse size. The large 
spin correlation in AK.V is not readily explained in the Ralston-Pire model. Fur
thermore, the recent analysis by Bolts and Slcrnian' suggests that the pinch 
contributions should satisfy color transparency. In any event, more data and anal
ysis arc needed to discriminate between models. 

NuclcaT- Bound Quarkonia 

The above analysis also has implitrttions for the production of hidden charm 
near threshold in hadronic and nuclear collisions. For example, consider the reac
tion dd —• a[cc) where the charmonium stale is produced nearly at rest. At the 
tlireshold for charm production, the incident nuclei will be stopped (in the center 
or mass frame) and will evidently fuse into a compound nucleus (the a ) because of 
the strong attractive nuclear force. The cliarrnonium state will be attracted to the 
nucleus by the QCD glwmk- Van dcr W'aals force. It is tluis likely thai a new type 
of nuclear bound stale will be formed: charinonium bound to nuclear matter. Such 
a state should be observable a! a distinct (id energy, mid it will decay to unique 
signatures such as dd —> O/J"*/J~. The binding energy in the nucleus gives a preci
sion measure of the ('harmonium's interactions with ordinary hadnms and nuclei: 
its decays will measure hadroti-nucleus interactions and test color transparency 
starling from a unique initial state condition. 

12. Di5</nrnzKn LIGHT-CONE QUANTIZATION 

Only a Miiall fraction of strong iuteiaclion and nuclear physio can lie addressed 
hy perturbative QCl.) analyses. The solution l<i the mas* and waveTunciiou of the 
proton requires a solution to the QCl) bound-state problem. Kven with the sim
plicity of lhe r**(" and Vr initial slate, the full complexity of hadron dynamics is 
involved in understanding resonance production, exclusive channels near threshold, 
jet had ionization, the hadronic contrilmiion to the photon structure function, and 
the total ( + f ~ or 7^ annihilation cross section. A primary question is whether we 
can ever hope to confront Q(*|) directly in its noiiperturbative domain. Lattice 
gauge theory and effective Lagrangian methods such as the Skyntie model offer 
some hope in understanding the low-lying hadron spectrum but dynamical compu
tations relevant to -.•> annihdatioii appear intractable. Considerable information'*1 

Oil the sped rum and the moments of hadroii valence wavefunrt ions has been ob-
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tained using I he 1TEP QCD sum rule method, but the region of applicability of 
this method to dynamical problems appears limited. 

Recently a new method for analysing QCD in the noiipcrturbattve domain has 
been developed: disci etized light-cone quantization (DLCQ). The method has 
the potential for providing detailed information on all the h&dron's hock light-cone 
components. DLCQ has been used to obtain the complete spectrum of neutral 
slates in QF.I) and QCD "* in one space and one time for any mass and coupling 
constant. The QBD results agree wiLh the Sch winger solution at infinite coupling. 
We will review the QCD[l + lj results below. Studies of QED in .1+1 dimensions 
arc now underway. Thus one can envision a nonpnrtiirhative method which in 
principle could allow a quantitative confrontation of QCD with the data even at 
low energies and momentum transfer. 

The hasjr idea of DLCQ is as follows: QCD dynamics takes a rather simple 
form when quantized at equal light-cone "time*" T = t + zfc. In light-cone gauge 
A* = A0 + A' - 0, the QCD light-cone H ami I Ionian 

(outruns the usual 3-point and 4-poinl interactions plus induced terms from in
stantaneous gluon exchange and instantaneous quark exchange diagrams. The 
pcTiurbalive vacuum is an eigenslate of WQCD a n ( l serve* as I he lowest slate in 
constructing a complete basis set of color singlet Fock stales of //Q in momentum 
space. Solving QCD is then equivalent to solving the eigenvalue problem: 

//QCD!* >- A/21* > 

as a matrix equation on the free Fork basts. The set of eigenvalues {XI2} repre
sents the spectrum of the color-singlet slates in QCU. The hock projections of the 
eiRecifunction corresponding to each hadrun eigenvalue gives I he quark and gluon 
E-bck state wavefuuciiniis «'H(jr,,ltj.)-A)) required to compute structure functions. 
distribution amplitudes, decny amplitudes, elr. l:or example, as shown by Drell 
and Yan, the form-factor of a hadron can be conipuled at any momentum trans
fer Q from an overlap integral of the t-„ summed over particle number ". The r+r" 
annihilation cross section into a given ./ = 1 liaclronir channel can he computed 
directly from its Vtfi Fork stale wavefunction. 

The light-cone moment mi) span- Fock basis Ijcroines discrete and animal Je to 
computer represent allot) if one chooses (anti-)pcriodh* boundary condition* far the 
quark and gluon fields along the z~ = z - cl and Zi direction". 1» 'he case of 
reiionnalizable theories, a covariant ultraviolet cululf A is introduced which limits 
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the maximum invariant mass of the particles in any l-'ook state. One thus obtains 
a tmitt* matrix n-presmlat ion of HQCD wliirlt lias a straightforward ronlinmmi 
limit. The rat ire analysis is frame independent, and fcrmions present no special 
difficult ios. 

Since Hie* P + - ''±- atld tlic conserved charges all aiiimiuU-. tlt.r is blork 
diagonal. By choosing periodic (or anti-periodic) boundary condilions for the basis 
states along the negative light-cone $(z~ = +L) = ±*i>(z~ = ~L), tin? Fock basis 
becomes restricted to finite dimensional representations. The eigenvalue problem 
thus reduces to the diagonalization of a finite Hermitian matrix, l b see this, 
note that periodicity in z~ requires P* — ^K , Jr(

+ — *f n, , SILi «i = A*. 
The difucnsion of the representation corresponds to the number of partitions of 
the integer A' as a silm of positive integers n. For a finite resolution A", the 
wavefunction is sampled at the discrete points 

*'"/»+ = A ' ~ l A " A" *•• A* | ' 

The continuum limit is clearly A* —• oo. 
One can easily show that P~ scales as L. One thus defines P~ = ^H . 

The eigenstates with Pl • M2 at fixed P+ and P± = 0 thus satisfy Hie |*) = 
l\H |9) - M2 |* ) , independent of L (which corresponds to a Lorentz boost factor). 

The basis of the DLCQ method is thus conceptually simple: one quantizes 
the independent fields at equal light-cone time r and requires them to be periodic 
or anti-periodic in light-cone space with period 2£. The commuting operators, 
the light-c tie momentum P* = ^K and the light cone energy P~ = jfcH are 
constructed explicitly in a Fock space representation and diagonalized simultane
ously. The e.̂ envalues give the physical spectrum: the invariant mass squared 
\i2 s PVPV. The eigenfunctions give the wavefunctions at equal r and allow 
one to compute the current matrix elements, structure functions, and distribution 
amplitudes required for physical processes. All of these quantities are manifestly 
independent of i , since A/5 « P+P~ = UK. Loientz-invariance is violated by 
periodicity, but re-established at the end of the calculation by going to the contin
uum limit: L —* oo. A' -» co with P + finite, lit the case of gauge theory, the use 
of the light-cone gauge J4 + = 0 eliminates negative metric states in both Abelian 
and non-Abelian theo'es. 

Since continuum as well as single hadron color singlet hadronic wavefunctions 
are obtained by the diagonalization of Hie, one can also calculate scattering am
plitudes as well as decay rates from overlap matrix elements of the interaction 
Hamiltonian for the weak or electromagnetic interactions. An important point is 
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that all lu^ln'i Fwk amplitudes including .spectator gluons arc la;p( in th«* light-
«<ini' r|iianli/.;<titm approach; such contributions cannot generally lit- neglected in 
decay amplilntW involving light quarks. 

The simplest application of DLCQ In local gauge theory is QED in one-sjiare 
and ouc-tiiiK- dimensions. Since A+ = 0 is a physical gauge there are no photon 
degrees of freedom. Explicit forms for the matrix representation of / /Q£/> arc given 
in Ref. 9. 

Wl 

AX ^ 
(b) 

• > • £ • * X X X 
3-83 4S07M8 

Figure 37. Diagrams which appear in the interaction H&iniltonian for QCD on the 
light none, The propagators with horizontal bars represent "instantaneous" gluoti and 
quark exchange which arise from reduction of the dependent fields in A+ = 0 gauge, 
(a) Basic interaction vertices in QCD. (b) "Instantaneous" contributions. 

The basic interactions which occur in HLC(QCD) are illustrated in Pig. 37. Re
cently Hornbostcl"" has used DLCQ to obtain the complete color-singlet spectrum 
of QCD in one space and one time dimension for Nc = 2,3,4, The hadronk epec-
tra are obtained as a function of quark mass and QCD coupling constant (see Fig. 
38). 

Where they are available, the spectra agree with results obtained earlier; in 
particular > the lowest meson mass in SU(2) agrees within errors with lattice Hamtl* 
Ionian results!"" The meson mass at Nc = 4 is close to the value obtained in the 
large Nc limit. The method also provides the first results for the baryon spectrum 
in a noii -Abelian gauge theory. The lowest baryon mass is shown in Fig. 38 as a 
function of coupling constant. The ratio of meson to baryon mass as a function of 
Nc also agrees at strong coupling with results obtained by Frishman and Sonnen-
scheinf'"' Precise values for the mass eigenvalue can be obtained by extrapolation 
to Iarg< A' 9ince the functional dependence in 1/A" is understood. 

As emphasised above, when the light-cone Hamiltonian is diagonalized for a 
finite resolution K, one gets a complete set of eigenvalues corresponding to the 
total dimension of the Fock state basis. A representative example of the spectrum 
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Fiflun: 38. TV luiryori and meson spectrum in QCD [1 + 1] computed in DLCQ 
for ;Vc = 2.5,4 its a function of quark mass and coupling consUitl!1"1 

is shown in Fig. 39 for baryon states (B = 1) as a function of the diuicnsiauless 
variable A = \f(\+nni/g£). Note that spectrum automatically includes continuum 
stales with B = I . 

The structure functions for the lowest meson and baryon stales in Sl'(3) at two 
different coupling strengths mfg = 1.6 and rn/e = 0.1 are shown in Figs. 40 and 41. 
Higher Fock states have » very small probability; representative <:onlributions to 
the baryon titructurc functions are shown in Figs. 42 and 43. For comparison, the 
valence wav«function of a higher mass stale which can be identified as a composite 
of meson pairs (analogous 1o a nucleus) is shown in Fig. 44. The interactions 
of the quarks in the pair state produce Fermi motion beyond r = 0.5. Although 
these results are fur one time one spate theory Uiey do suggesl that the sea ipiark 
distributions in physical hndrons may he highly structured. 

In the case of gauge ilieory in 3+1 dimensions, one also lakes I lie k^ = 
(2JT/Z,X)»2 ** discrete variables on a finite cartesian basis. The theory is r.o-
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Figure 10. Tbr mown quark momentum distribution in QCD|)+I) computed 
wing l>LCQ."'" 

v&riantly regulated if one restricts states by the condition 

£*L±Z!£<A2 , 

where A IN tin* iiltraviaM cutoff. In effect, states with total light roue kinetic 
eiingy beyond A2 are nil oil. In a rr-normalizable theory physical quantities &re 
independent of piiysics beyond lln- ultraviolet regulator; the only dependence on 
A Hppi'Hi't in the coupling constant ant) mass parameters cif l\w HHiiiiltutilan. con
sistent witli the renormalizalion group.""1 The resolution parameters need to be 
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Figure 42. Contribution to the b&ryon quark momentum distribution from fgffff 
•umrorQCDll+l]!"*1 

taken sufficiently large such that the theory is controlled by the continuum regu
lator A, rather than the discrete scales of the momentum space basis. 

There are a numbr- of important advantages of the DLCQ method which have 
emerged from this study of two-dimensional field theories: 

1. The Foctc space ts d&numerable and finite in particle number for any fixed 
resolution A'. In the case of gauge theory in 3+1 dimensions, one expects thai 
photon or gluon quanta with zero four-momentum decouple from neutral or 
color-singlet bound states, and thus need not be included in the Fock basis. 

2. Because one is using a discrete montcntum space representation, rather than 
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Figure 44. Comparison of the meson quark distribution* ID the 999? Fock sate 
with that of a continuum meson pair state. The structure in the former may be due to 
the fact that these four-particle mveftuietions are orthogonal tnii 

a space-time lattice, there are no special difficulties with ferroiona: e.9.110 
fermion doubling, fermion determinants, or necessity for a quenched approx
imation. Furthermore, the discrelized theoiy has basically the same ultravi
olet structure as the continuum theory. It should be emphasized that unlike 
lattice calculations, there is no constraint or relationship between the physi
cal size of the bound state and the length scale L. 

The OLCQ method has the remarkable feature of generating the complete 
spectrum of the theory; bound states and continuum states alike. These can 
be separated by tracing their minimum Fock state content down to small 
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coupling constant since the continuum states have higher particle number 
content. In lattice gauge theory it appears intractable to obtain informa
tion on excited or scattering states or their correlations. The wavef unctions 
generated at equal light cone time have the immediate form required for rcl-
ativiBlic scattering problems. In particular one can calculate the relativistic 
form factor from the matrix element of currents. 

4. DLCQ in basically a relativistic many-body theory, including particle num
ber creation and destruction, and is thus a basis for relativistic nuclear and 
atomic problems. In the nonrelativistic limit the theory is equivalent to the 
many-body Schrodmger theory. 

Whether QCD can be solved using DLCQ considering its large number of 
degrees of freedom is unclear. The studies for Abclian and ncjji-Abclian gauge 
theory carried out so far in 1+1 dimensions give grounds for optimism. 

Other Applications of Light-Cone Quantization 
In the discreti2cd light-cone quantization method, one can construct an ex

plicit matrix representation of the QCD Hatniltonian on the light-cone momentum 
space Fock representation. The kinetic energy operator in this representation is 
diagonal. In principle one can diagonalizc the total Hamiltonian on this repre
sentation to obtain not only the discrete and continuum eigenvalues, but also 
llie corresponding light-cone wavefunctions required to compute intrinsic struc
ture functions and distribution amplitudes. Since wc arc primarily interested in 
tlie lowest mass eigenstates of the hadron spectrum, we can use the variational 
method and simply minimize the expectation value of the light-cone flamiltonian. 
Thin is currently being carried out by Tang for tlie study of positroniutn at 
large a. Tin* evaluation of the Fock state sum can be made highly efficient by us
ing vectorized code and importance sampling algorithms such as Lepage's program 
VEGAS, On the other hand if the total Hamiltaniaii could be diagonalizcd, one 
could immediately construct the resolvent, and thus the 7'- matrix for scattering 
problems. The fractional experimental resolution in center of mass energy squared 
6s/a can be matched to the a corresponding resolution I/A'. 

The ligM-cone Fock state representation can also be used advantageously in 
perturbation theory. For example, on? can calculate any scattering amplitude in 
terms of the usual Ltppman-Schwing^r scries: 

T m H> + "' »- \i ^ "* + ™ r — //o + u 

Langnau and I are currently applying this method to the higher order calculation 
of the electron's anomalous magnetic moment in quantum electrodynamics. The 
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sum over intermediate Pock stales in equivalent to summing all r—ordered diagrams 
and integrating over the transverse momentum and light-cone fractions x. Because 
of the restriction to positive x, diagrams corresponding to vacuum fluctuations 
or those containing backward-moving lines are eliminated. The- amplitudes are 
regulated in the infrared and ultraviolet by cutting off the invariant mass. The 
ultraviolet regulanzalion and rcnormalization of the perturbalive contributions 
may l».- carried out by using Hie "alternating denominator method" '"^ which 
yields an automatic construction of mass renormalissation counter-terms. 

The same method can also be used to compute pcrturbativc contributions to 
the annihilation ratio Ae+e- = o ,(c+e~ -• hadrons)/o{e+ti~ -» / J + / I") as well as 
the quark and gluon jet distribution. The result? are obtained in the light-cone 
variables, x, fcj., A, which are the natural covariant variables for tins problem. 
Since there are no Fadcev-Popov or Gupta-BIculer ghost fields in the Hght-conc 
gauge A+ — 0\ the calculations are explicitly unitary. It is hoped that one can 
in this way check the three-loop calculation of Gorishny, el al, ' who found a 
surprisingly large value of 04,9 for the coefficient of («</*• ) 3 of /t*+«- in the MS 
scheme. 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

In this colloquium I have emphasized several novel fealurrg of quantum chro-
motlynamics, features which lead to new insights into the structure of the h&drons 
and their interactions. Among the highlights: 

1. The structure of the proton now appears both theoretically and experimen
tally to be surprisingly complex, very much at variance with intuition based 
on non-rdativistic quark model. The most convenient covaria. t representa
tion of the hadron in QCD is given by the light-cone Pock basis. According to 
QCD sum rules, the valence Pock state wavefunction of the proton turns out 
to be highly structured and asymmetric between the valeric u and d quarks. 
Polarized deep inelastic structure function measurements by the SLAC-Yalc 
and CERN-EMC collaborations show that the gluons and strange quarks 
have strong spin correlations with the proton spin. There is even the pos
sibility of a small admixture of hidden charm in the nuclcon wavefunction. 
I have also discussed the distinctions between intrinsic (bound state) versus 
extrinsic (collision-induced) contributions to the proton structure functions, 
and a new approach to understanding the non-additive shallowing and anti-
shadowing features of the leading twist nuclear structure functions. 

2. The pcrturbative QCD analysis of exclusive amplitudes liaa now beromc a 
highly-developed field, based on all-orders factorization theorems, evolution 
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rquiUioHs. Sudakov-rcgulaLvil pinch <mitril>iitioiis, i-w. Tin- application to 
experiment has been highly successful; the recent confirmation hy the TPC* 
71 experiment of the PQCD predictions for the photon-?/ transition form 
factor is an important verification of the theory, as significant as Bjorkcn 
scaling in deep inelastic inclusive reactions, The recent observation at 5LAC 
of reduced-amplitude scaling for targe angle photo-disintegration provides a 
striking demonstration of the dominance of simple quark-glnon degrees of 
freedom in nuclear amplitudes at the few GcV scale. The observation at 
BNL of increasing color transparency of quasi-clastic pp scattering in nuclei 
has confirmed perhaps the most novel feature of perturbative QCD. The ex
perimental results contradict the standard Glauber treatment of initial and 
final state in* Tactions but support the PQCD prediction that large-angle pp 
scattering itiv-lives only 1 lie small cotor-dij ole moment configurations of the 
proton pock state. The observation of color transparency rules against a de
scription of large momentum exclusive amplitudes in terms of the convolution 
of soft hadronic wavefunctions. It is clearly essential that color transparency 
be tested in other channels, particularly, quasi-elastic e — p scattering. 

3. It should be emphasized that experimental and theoretical studies of exclu
sive amplitudes are necessary for the fundamental understanding of the struc
ture of the hadronic wavefunctionB. Exclusive amplitudes provide a testing 
ground for hadronization in the simplest, most controlled amplitudes. These 
tests are essential if we are ever able to understand coherence and coalescence 
phenomena in the hadronization of QCD jets. The calculation of weak decay 
matrix elements and the extraction of quark mixing parameters of electro-
weak theory also require a detailed understanding of hadronic wavefunctions. 

4. I have described a new approach to the problem of solving QCD in the non-
perturbative domain-discretized light-cone quantization. The application of 
the method to QCD in one-space and one-time has been very encouraging. 
The challenge now is U> apply this method to obtain the mass spectrum 
and light-cone Fock wave functions of the hadrons in QCD[3-M], A very 
interesting feature of the DLCQ results for QCD[1+1] are the oscillations 
which emerge in the higher Fock state contributions to the hadron structure 
functions. The DLCQ method also leads naturally to a perturbative method 
for computing Rr*e- as well as coherent contributions to jet observables at 
the amplitude rather than probabilistic level. 

5. One of the most important challenges to the PQCD analysis of exclusive 
reactions is the striking behavior observed in the spin-spin correlation Af/g 
in large-angle pp scattering at E^ *~ 5 GeV, As I have discussed in this 
lecture, this phenomena can be interpreted as due to a threshold enhance-
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mcnt or resonance due to open charm production in the intermediate state. 
This explanation also naturally accounts for the observed diminishing of color 
transparency seen in the BNL experiment at the same kinematic domain. A 
corollary of this explanation is the prediction of new bound states of charmo-
mum with nuclcons or nuclei, just below the production threshold for open 
charm. 

Quantum Chromodynamica has now emerged as a science in itself, unifying 
hadron and nuclear physics in terms of a common set of fundamental degrees of 
freedom. It is clear that we have only begun the study its novel perturbative and 
non-perturbalive features. 
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